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Abstra t

The target strength distribution and abundan e of pelagi organisms in Gray's Reef
National Marine San tuary was sampled over the ourse of three years.
The target strength distributions ranged from

78 to

45 dB for all times of day, at

all lo ations. Diel verti al migration is apparent in the Fall yet muted in the Spring due
to a strong thermo line. This parameter does not seem to be in uen ed by the presen e of
olonized hard bottom in that the same range of target strengths are sampled throughout
the experimental program.
The abundan e data found that, there are generally more uniformly distributed sh per
ubi meter in the \surfa e" layers and a pat hy distribution in the \bottom" layers. Whether
or not habitat a e ts abundan e is in on lusive. Larger numbers of sh were seen over reef
habitats, yet orresponding numbers of sh ould be found in areas with little or no habitat
also.
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Chapter 1

Introdu tion

Gray's Reef National Marine San tuary (GRNMS) has been a part of the National O eani
and Atmospheri Administration's (NOAA) marine san tuaries program sin e 1981. The
National Marine San tuaries (NMS) program is engineered to prote t distin tive and e ologi ally important marine environments, habitats, and e osystems. One of the reasons that
Gray's Reef was designated as a marine san tuary is be ause it is one of the largest near
shore reefs of the southeastern United States where almost one-third of the habitat an be
lassi ed as \live-bottom" (Sedberry et al., 1998). The san tuary is lo ated 32 kilometers
(17.5 nauti al miles) o Sapelo Island, Georgia and en ompasses 58 square kilometers (about
17 square nauti al miles) along the 20 meter isobath (see Figure 1.1).
Gray's Reef's lo ation on the inner-shelf region of the South Atlanti Bight (SAB) allows
the san tuary to fun tion as a transition zone between warm tropi al waters in the south
and older, more temperate waters to the north. It is this unique lo ation that results in the
san tuary serving as a geographi limit to several northern and southern spe ies of marine
organisms. Tropi al, subtropi al, and temperate spe ies all o-habitate within Gray's Reef's
borders (Gilligan, 1989; M Govern et al., 2002; Sedberry et al., 1998).
Additionally, the reef is along the migratory path of several o ean-going spe ies like the
King and Spanish ma kerel (S omberomorous avalla and S. ma ulatus, respe tively) (Collins
and Stender, 1987; Collins and Wenner, 1988; De Vries and Grimes, 1997), loggerhead sea
turtles (Caretta aretta) (South Carolina Department of Natural Resour es, 2004), and the
highly endangered North Atlanti Right Whale (Eubalaena gla ialis). GRNMS is also within
lose proximity to known Right Whale alving grounds (Kenney et al., 1995). Further, it
1
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Figure 1.1: The top image is of the Georgia oastal domain showing the lo ation of GRNMS.
The asterisk labeled \NDBC" indi ates the position of the NOAA National Data Buoy
Center Station 41008. The enter image shows the bathymetry of the san tuary with the
olorbar on the right indi ating depth. The bottom image depi ts the minor bottom habitat
lassi ations at GRNMS with the legend on the left illustrating the olor labels for ea h
habitat type.
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is an area of larval re ruitment for several spe ies like the Atlanti menhaden (Brevoortia
tyrannus) (De Vries et al., 1995; Forward et al., 1996; Stegmann and Yoder, 1996).
This area also attra ts a variety of resident benthi organisms [represented by the snappergrouper omplex (Barans and Van Holliday, 1983; Harris, 1995; Manoo h et al., 1998)℄ and
pelagi organisms (i.e. Atlanti spade sh, Chaetodipterus faber and Atlanti thread herring,
Opisthonema oglinum). These animals support a federally regulated shery onsisting of
some ommer ial shing and re reational sport and dive shing (Gilligan, 1989). Of interest
in this study are the resident pelagi organisms, some of whom support the shery dire tly
and others of whom are the bait or prey sh for these animals. These resident pelagi groups
fun tion as a ru ial omponent of the food web for GRNMS and the greater SAB region.
The borders of Gray's Reef are within an area of dynami o eanographi variability.
Atkinson et al. (1983) outline the limatology of the SAB, and their work provides a thorough
overview of the physi al onditions in the region. They rst des ribe the SAB in terms of
the inner-, mid- and outer-shelf with orresponding depths of 1{20 m, 21{40 m, and 41{
60 m, respe tively. As GRNMS has an average depth of approximately 20 m, it is in a
transitional area between the inner- and mid-shelves and would therefore be in uen ed by
the hara teristi s of both regions. Atkinson et al. (1983) de ne the mid-shelf as ontaining
ows that are a mixed response to the wind, Gulf Stream, and density for ing. Salinity here
tends to be a ombination of the Gulf Stream and inner-shelf values with pronoun ed seasonal
strati ation depending on river transport. They de ne the ows of the inner-shelf as being
strongly in uen ed by tidal urrents, river runo , and wind for ing, with river runo also
a e ting the salinity of this region. The resulting in ux of low salinity waters from runo
events present some amount of year-round strati ation that is most evident in the spring
when river runo is at a maximum.
Han et al. (1985) studied the urrents spe i ally within the boundaries of Gray's Reef
two years after the Atkinson et al. (1983) study in order to des ribe the reef energeti s and
nutrient dynami s representative of the area. This study a knowledges the seasonal in ux
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of freshwater and attributes it to reating pressure gradients that are mostly responsible
for the variable urrents in this vi inity. Han et al. (1985) found a low orrelation between
the winds and the urrents (measured at the mid-water olumn and the bottom). Based on
this nding, it would seem that Gray's Reef is more like the mid-shelf than the inner-shelf
as far as urrent ow dynami s. Our temperature and salinity data for the area (dis ussed
later) reveals that the san tuary region has more in ommon with the inner-shelf than the
mid-shelf. Gray's Reef is learly home to a signi ant variety of physi al parameters that,
in turn, in uen e the hemistry and biology in the region (Mallin et al., 2005; Verity et al.,
1993, 2002).
Over the years, GRNMS personnel has provided the s ienti

ommunity with a vast

array of resear h opportunities through parti ipation in yearly monitoring ruises and by
providing the use of ship time. Currently, sh populations at GRNMS are monitored through
the use of visual transe t swims, video transe ts (Parker et al., 1994) and random point
ounts via the Reef Environmental Edu ation Foundation (REEF) program established at
GRNMS in 1998 (Hare et al., 2000; Kendall and M Fall, 2003). These data supplement
the ongoing trapping studies of the Marine Resour e Monitoring Assessment and Predi tion
(MARMAP) Program on the SAB (Barkoukis, 2006; M Govern et al., 2002), whi h is under
the dire tion of the South Carolina Department of Natural Resour es. Mu h, if not all, of the
data olle ted at Gray's Reef an be used to support the Resear h and Monitoring A tion
Plan, RM-4, to maintain and enhan e monitoring programs (Gray's Reef National Marine
San tuary, 2006). In our 2004 and 2005 experimental studies su h resear h opportunities
were provided for this proje t ourtesy of Mr. Greg M Fall, the Resear h Coordinator of
Gray's Reef NMS. Additionally, these ruises hosted other s ientists, representing a variety
of dis iplines, also taking advantage of this valuable resour e.
In 2004, Grant Gilmore, President and Senior S ientist of Estuarine, Coastal and O ean
S ien e, In . (ECOS) deployed Passive A ousti Monitoring Systems (PAMS) that he developed in the hopes of re ording both biologi al and anthropomorphi sounds within Gray's
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Reef. Also in 2004, Mr. Mark Gra e, a Resear h Fisheries Biologist for NOAA National
Marine Fisheries Servi e (NMFS), deployed a video amera array to assess the habitat types
and organisms' usage of the habitat at several lo ations throughout Gray's Reef. In 2004 and
2005 Dr. George Sedberry, who was at the time, the Assistant Dire tor of the South Carolina Department of Natural Resour es (DNR) Marine Resour es Resear h Institute (MRRI),
organized the deployment of hevron traps around Gray's Reef not only to assess the bla k
sea bass populations, but also to sample the benthi biomass of GRNMS (Barkoukis, 2006).
Additionally, in 2005, we were joined by Dr. Matt Kendall [NOAA/National O ean Servi e (NOS)/National Centers for Coastal O ean S ien e (NCCOC) Biogeography Team℄
and his team of s ientists whose main goal was to visually hara terize the benthi habitat
within the san tuary, the asso iated fauna, and debris dis arded by humans via SCUBA
surveys. Later in 2005, Dr. Danny Gleason also made use of ship time provided by GRNMS
in order to gather data to add to his intera tive web-based guide to the benthi invertebrates
and rypti

shes of Grays Reef and to a quire data to support his study on the dispersal

and re ruitment of benthi marine invertebrates in the san tuary. In addition, Gray's Reef
is the study site for experiments examining habitat assessment, seabed surveys (Kendall
et al., 2005), physi al o eanographi studies, loggerhead sea turtle migration (South Carolina Department of Natural Resour es, 2004), and paleo-environmental onditions. GRNMS
values these studies and ollaborations as an integral part of it's overall management plan
(Gray's Reef National Marine San tuary, 2006).
1.1

Study Site

All surveys des ribed herein were designed to sample the range of habitat types represented
by the 2001 GRNMS habitat dataset shown on the bottom image in Figure 1.1 generated by
Kendall et al. (2005). This dataset will be referen ed throughout the rest of this thesis when
illustrating data olle tion lo ations, ruise paths, and habitats. These bottom lassi ations
were established from visual assessment of georeferen ed video data overlaid onto sonar
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imagery, whi h in luded the ba ks atter signal strength used to quantify habitat and the
bottom bathymetry from sides an sonar data (Kendall et al., 2003b). Based on s ienti

and

re reational use of the san tuary prior to the Kendall et al. (2005) study, it was assumed
that the densely olonized reef areas totaled as mu h as 25%. Resear hers and san tuary
personnel (G. M Fall, 2007 personal ommuni ation) were surprised to learn that these
densely olonized reef areas a tually omprise a very small minority ( 1%) of the total
habitat. The olors indi ated in the bottom image of Figure 1.1 are solely for the identi ation
of the four di erent minor habitat types: rippled sand, at sand, sparsely olonized live
bottom, and densely olonized live bottom. The bottom topography (the varying heights
and hanges in elevation) for this same area is shown in the enter image in Figure 1.1.
This enter image in Figure 1.1, shows that the GRNMS bathymetry ranges from a 15
m to a 21 m depth. Comparing the enter, bathymetri image with the bottom, habitat
image of Figure 1.1 reveals that the areas on the habitat map that are sparsely olonized
appear to orrespond to depths between 17{19 meters. For example, the bathymetri data
shows an area of higher relief (about 17 m) at about 31Æ 22.50 N latitude and 80Æ 530 W
longitude. Transferring these oordinates to the habitat lassi ations map points to an area
of Gray's Reef that is dominated by sparsely olonized habitat with many densely olonized
areas s attered throughout. Immediately to the west and northwest of this high relief area
are two, small de nitive areas in blue (19 m depth) and omparison to the habitat map
shows two distin t pat hes of the rippled sand habitat at these same lo ations. Additionally,
the northwest orner of the san tuary is de ned by a bathymetry that is generally about
16 meters deep with isolated po kets of approximately 19 meters. Examining the habitat
lassi ations map in the same area, shows that those deeper po kets seem to relate to
po kets of at sand within a rippled sand lands ape. Finally, the 20 m isobath that uts
through the northeast orner of the san tuary is de nitively shown in Figure 1.1's enter
bathymetri image.
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Kendall et al. (2005) lassi ed the habitats at GRNMS into two major ategories that are
ea h further divided into two minor ategories. The rst major ategory is \un onsolidated
sediment", whi h umbrellas the minor ategories of rippled sand and at sand. Figure 1.2
depi ts an image of the rippled sand habitat whi h overs approximately 67% of the san tuary
(Hare et al., 2000; Kendall et al., 2003b). Kendall et al. (2005) de ne this habitat as being
\ omposed of sediment with regular ridges or ripples. The ridges generally run along a
north/south axis in this region due to the orientation of waves and tidal urrents. These
sand ripples are 6{10 m in height from rest to trough and are 40{60 m in length from
rest to rest. Troughs are often dominated by oarser material su h as shell fragments, while
rests are omposed primarily of sand." Figure 1.3 shows the at sand habitat whi h Kendall
et al. (2005) de ne as, \ onsist[ing℄ of stable sand deposits in a region with no sudden hanges
in relief. [And where℄ grain size appears to be smaller than areas with rippled sand". This
habitat omprises about 8% of the total area within the san tuary boundaries (Hare et al.,
2000; Kendall et al., 2003b).
The other major habitat ategory is \ olonized hard bottom", whi h onsists of both
sparsely olonized and densely olonized regions. Figure 1.4 is an image of the sparsely
olonized live bottom habitat whi h overs about 24% of Gray's Reef (Hare et al., 2000;
Kendall et al., 2003b). A ording to Kendall et al. (2005) the sparsely olonized habitat
\ onsists of partially exposed limestone substrate that is olonized with a sparse assemblage
of sessile benthi organisms". And nally, Figure 1.5 provides an example of the densely
olonized live bottom habitat that, surprisingly, overs less than 1% of the benthos within
Gray's Reef's boundaries (Hare et al., 2000; Kendall et al., 2003b). The de nition of this
bottom type a ording to Kendall et al. (2005) is, \exposed limestone that is olonized with
a nearly ontinuous overage of sessile benthi organisms su h as soft orals, sponges, and
tuni ates".
Re ent dive surveys ondu ted in May 2005 have shown that the benthi habitat omposition in Gray's Reef, as shown in the bottom image in Figure 1.1 and as illustrated by
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Figure 1.2: Example of the rippled sand habitat at GRNMS. Photo taken in GRNMS, date
unknown, by M. Kendall of the NOAA NCCOS BioGeography Team, and provided ourtesy
of G. M Fall of the NOAA GRNMS.

Figure 1.3: Example of the at sand habitat at GRNMS. (Fish is Hemipteronotus nova ula.
Common name, pearly razor sh.) Photo taken in GRNMS May 2005 by C. Je rey, and
provided ourtesy of M. Kendall, both of the NOAA NCCOS BioGeography Team.
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Figure 1.4: Example of the sparsely- olonized habitat at GRNMS. Photo taken in GRNMS
May 2005 by R. Clark and provided ourtesy of M. Kendall, both of the NOAA NCCOS
BioGeography Team.

Figure 1.5: Example of the densely- olonized habitat at GRNMS. Photo taken in GRNMS
May 2005 by M. Kendall of NOAA NCCOS BioGeography Team|who also provided this
photo.
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the images in Figures 1.2{1.5, has not hanged signi antly from the time of data olle tion
in 2001. This on lusion was based on the fa t that the observed habitat hara teristi s at
randomly sele ted SCUBA dive sites were still onsistent with the information presented on
the habitat map reated from this data (M. Kendall, personal ommuni ation 2005).
1.2

Motivation

On April 23{25, 2003, Gray's Reef hosted a workshop in Savannah, GA. Among the topi s
dis ussed were all of the various methods urrently in pla e at GRNMS for assessing the
diversity, abundan e, life histories, and morphologies of the resident (and visiting) sh populations in and around the san tuary area, and how the s ienti

ommunity an improve

upon these methods (D. Di Iorio personal ommuni ation). As a result, this workshop served
as a springboard for introdu ing new ways of monitoring the pelagi

sheries using hydroa-

ousti surveying te hniques. A ousti analyses were seen as a \non-invasive" tool that ould
be used to supplement other resear h programs by adding another dimension (the verti al
water olumn) to the urrent monitoring and management database.
There is urrently very little published resear h that des ribes pelagi dynami s in and
around Gray's Reef NMS. The migration patterns of harismati megafauna like loggerhead sea turtles (South Carolina Department of Natural Resour es, 2004) and right whales
(Kenney et al., 1995) have been do umented throughout re ent years. Also, large s hooling
and migratory sh that are o asionally found within Gray's Reef and are desirable to ommer ial and re reational sherman, are studied in and of themselves (Collins and Stender,
1987; Collins and Wenner, 1988; De Vries and Grimes, 1997; De Vries et al., 1995; Forward
et al., 1996; Stegmann and Yoder, 1996). However, information about how these pelagi
visitors and their prey utilize the reef environment, while do umented for other parts of
the o ean, was la king for Gray's Reef. Moreover, baseline information about the resident
population of pelagi

sh in the san tuary had not been established. The on ensus was that

data on these resident pelagi s dire tly related to the dynami s of both the pelagi and the
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benthi

ommunities in the area. These on lusions helped to determine the key parameters

to be quanti ed in this thesis: examining whether the size distributions and abundan es of
the resident pelagi

ommunities hange over spa e and time. Using hydroa ousti analysis

will enable us to answer these questions, thereby ontributing to the established long term
monitoring program at the san tuary (Gray's Reef National Marine San tuary, 2006).
The physi al onditions of the o ean medium during the times of our a ousti surveying
will be explained as well. When available, on urrent physi al o eanographi data will be
onsidered along with the a ousti data to determine if these physi al parameters a e t any
of the a ousti

hanges observed. If no de nitive omparison an be made in this way, this

information will serve stri tly to provide the ba kground o eani

onditions of the olle tion

site.
1.3

Experimental Purpose and Summary

The goal of this Master's thesis work is to quantify the target strength (TS) distribution
and abundan e (in terms of number of sh found per ubi meter | FPCM) of pelagi

sh

within the GRNMS boundaries using a variety of hydroa ousti instrumentation and analyses te hniques. The target strength measurements ould potentially be related to individual
sh length; whi h an, in turn, be used to determine sh biomass along with abundan e measurements, but it is beyond the s ope of this thesis to do so. This work fo uses on using these
data in onjun tion with spatial data of the GRNMS habitat. Geographi information systems (GIS) software is employed to determine if target strength distribution and abundan e
of pelagi

sh orresponds to spatial features on the benthi lands ape of Gray's Reef. The

obje tives of this resear h an be expressed as a series of questions:
1. By investigating the range of target strengths along ea h transe t, using verti al resolutions of approximately 1.4 meters and horizontal resolutions the order of the length
of ea h entire transe t tra k, what is the target strength distribution within the san tuary?
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2. By examining the depth integrated FPCM using a verti al resolution of approximately
half of the water olumn (so as to express the data in terms of the \surfa e" and
the \bottom") and a horizontal resolution averaging 234 meters over ea h of the individual transe t lines, what is the abundan e of the pelagi

sh that are present within

GRNMS?
3. Do temporal relationships, either diel or seasonal, exist for the TS distribution and
FPCM data?
4. Are the TS and FPCM data related in some way to the bottom habitat lassi ations?
5. Does employing di erent methodologies in ea h survey have an impa t on these results?
The sh measurements were olle ted via hydroa ousti surveying using three di erent
transdu ers as will be des ribed in Chapter 2. Hydroa ousti analysis has been a valuable
o eanographi tool for de ades. It was not until the 1960s that these te hniques were rst
applied to measure the abundan e of sh. Sin e then, the te hnology has developed rapidly
and a wide variety of sheries a ousti s resear h has taken pla e (Ma Lennan and Van
Holliday, 1996).
There are several bene ts to a ousti sampling. It allows for the olle tion of a large
quantity of data in a relatively short time frame, and a single transdu er an be used to
obtain simultaneous information on zooplankton and large sh, with high de nition at large
ranges. Also, a ousti data an be easily olle ted in onjun tion with a myriad of other
data. Fisheries a ousti s is viewed as a relatively unobtrusive way to sample the wild marine
environment with little anthropogeni in uen e of the data. (Gerlotto and Masse, 2002) Also,
a ousti sampling provides the ability to over areas of low sh abundan e (that are usually
not ommer ially or re reationally exploited) in addition to areas of high sh abundan e
(Maravelias, 1999). However, there is some eviden e that ship noise (Brierley et al., 2003;
Dylejko et al., 2007; Ma Lennan and Van Holliday, 1996) and the equipment itself (Kastelein
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et al., 2005) an have an impa t on the organisms being sampled, depending on what they
are.
A ousti studies an utilize either passive or a tive methods. Passive a ousti s is a eld
that has gained re ent attention, and its fo us is on listening to sh, and other marine
organisms, in an attempt to identify, re ord, and study underwater animals without visual
information (Rountree et al., 2006). In ontrast, what has been more extensively studied
in the last thirty years is so- alled a tive a ousti s where instrumentation is deployed that
a tively transmits and re eives signals detailing the a ousti properties of the organisms
in the water olumn. It is this type of a ousti equipment that was used for the body of
this work. In the eighties, improvements in alibration te hniques of these ma hines and the
development of split and dual-beam transdu ers allowed for greater a ura y and the ability
to get dire t measurements of TS in situ (Ma Lennan and Van Holliday, 1996).
Pioneering work with sh s hools has been ompleted by (Van Holliday, 1972, 1977a,b).
In Van Holliday (1972), the author determines that resonan e stru ture in e hoes was due
to the presen e of a swimbladder in the s hooling sh. Later, in Van Holliday (1977a) the
author su essfully applied the Doppler e e t to e hoes in order to study the internal motions
of s hooling sh. Finally, Van Holliday (1977b) attempts to examine the resonan e of the
swimbladder to determine individual sh size within a s hool, but was only able to make
general statements without a means of ground-truth. More re ently, (Misund and Coetzee,
2000) has also examined e ho integration in s hooling sh using multi-beam sonar, another
te hnologi al advan ement for ensonifying the water olumn. Misund and Coetzee (2000)
determined that multi-beam sonar ould be used to validate re ordings obtained by onventional e ho integration and provide more pre ise mapping and abundan e estimates of
pelagi

sh sto ks in s hools within 20 m of the surfa e.

More spe i

to this thesis Gledhill et al. (1996) developed a method using stationary

under water video ameras and a ousti analysis to a urately assess reef sh abundan e
and spe ies omposition. Je h and Horne (2001), found it was diÆ ult to estimate sh
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density and maintain a urate ba ks atter frequen y distributions. Lawson et al. (2001) was
able to orre tly distinguish between three sh s hools of di erent spe ies on the South
Afri an ontinental shelf using verti al e hosounder equipment and physi al o eanographi
information. A omparison between split and single beam transdu ers in Rudstam et al.
(1999) on luded that split beam analysis yields a more dynami range of target strengths
providing more detail than a single beam system, yet, omparable results were obtained
for targets with strengths over

56 dB between the two systems. Swartzman et al. (1999)

developed an a ousti data viewer that has the apability to also analyze environmental
and biologi al data in onjun tion with image-pro essing tools to distinguish between sh
s hools, plankton pat hes, and for pat h identi ation. Toresen et al. (1998) used a ousti
methods to estimate the abundan e of two spe ies of small pelagi

sh in the Berents Sea.

These are only a few examples of how other s ientists have ta kled the questions of pelagi
sh sizes, and abundan e along with their spatio- and temporal relationships.
Sin e the nature of hydroa ousti sampling is not spe ies spe i , spe ies identi ation
from a ousti data alone is not possible. In other words, hydroa ousti analysis does not
allow for the identi ation of whi h a ousti signal belongs to whi h sh spe ies. Therefore,
some means of on urrent biologi al sampling should take pla e in order to get a ensus
of the range of spe ies sampled. Su h testing is referred to as \ground truthing" and two
ommon methods in lude trawling and video re ording (M Clat hie et al., 2000; Robison,
1993). Trawling provides the advantage of sampling a large volume of the water olumn,
however, some sh are able to avoid the net. Certain sh an see the trawl net and swim
out of the way, while it has also been shown that the physi al disturban e of the trawl net
moving through the water olumn an alert sh to get out of the way (Misund et al., 1999).
A video amera that is mounted on a remotely operated vehi le (ROV) is not subje t to the
problem of avoidan e by organisms in the same way that a ship or a trawl net is be ause
the ROV is towed as the ship is drifting. This e e tively results in both the ship and the
towed ROV moving along with the urrent as some organisms themselves do (Robison, 1993).
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However, the ROV does have the ability to be maneuvered verti ally in the water olumn
using its propulsion system, whi h ould startle sh that it en ounters. Another fa tor that
ould in uen e data olle ted by a ROV-mounted video amera, is the operational lighting
whi h ould also attra t or repel organisms. While this resear h in ludes data from both the
trawling method (in 2003) and the video surveying method (in 2004), the task of establishing
a de nitive ground truthing pro edure to orrelate with the information olle ted lies beyond
the s ope of this thesis.
The physi al properties of the water olumn in terms of strati ation, urrents, and sea
surfa e state, were olle ted at the time of all a ousti surveys. This information was attained
via either nearby monitoring stations, ship based sampling, or both as will be dis ussed in
Chapter 2. These data provide a means to quantify the sampling onditions in terms of
any signi ant verti al gradients and in terms of sea state and urrent ows, both of whi h
have an impa t on turbidity levels. How the physi al o eanographi parameters tended to
impa t our data will be dis ussed as well. This area of the SAB is given to a large range of
temperature and salinity over the ourse of a year (Atkinson et al., 1983).
MATLAB numeri al pro essing was implemented to determine if there are signi ant
temporal and spatial variations (in both the horizontal and verti al plains) of the target
strength distributions and the sh abundan es. Of interest, is whether or not these variations
indi ate a relationship that exists between the organisms and the time of day (temporal), or,
the organisms and the four minor habitat lassi ations (spatial). GIS te hnology was used
to quantify the bottom bathymetry and habitat lassi ation data as des ribed in Se tion
1.1. In order to attain the spatial hara teristi s for omparison, the habitat lassi ation
data was \ ut" into segments that were equal in size to our a ousti sampling segments.
Then, the database of orresponding attributes was imported into MATLAB for analysis
with the TS distribution and FPCM data.
Geographi information systems were initially developed during the mid-sixties for analyzing the varying aspe ts of the terrestrial environment. It was not until about 1987 that
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s ientists began applying these same tools to the marine environment (Valavanis, 2002). No
di erent or new methodology has been developed for o ean appli ations. Marine geographers
employ the same methods and prin iples as their terrestrial ounterparts by asking analogous
questions to onventionally land-related queries: \Why is it there?"/\Why does upwelling
onsistently o ur in a parti ular area?", \What is there?"/\What is the topography of the
upwelling area?", et . (Valavanis (2002), page 14). To date, no one has ome up with a universally satisfying way to in lude the third dimension of depth into marine GIS, whi h is
the key fa tor that makes the o ean environment very di erent from, and more ompli ated
than the land environment. Also, the dynami s of marine pro esses and obje ts ontribute
additional levels of omplexity to this eld. The main bene t of GIS analysis is the ability to
link datasets to digital maps. This one feature enables the evaluation of migration patterns
for various organisms, how organisms respond to the presen e of physi al o eanographi
fronts or habitats, sheries dynami s, and marine prote ted areas for management and onservation purposes (Breman, 2002; Wright, 2002). In addition, marine GIS an be used to
\map" the sea oor and water olumn being studied.
The most frequently resear hed uses for marine GIS are in the arenas of habitat assessment and sheries management. As Kendall et al. (2005) did for the benthi mapping of
Gray's Reef, so did Co hrane and La erty (2002) for the Northern Channel Islands marine
san tuary in California. Diaz et al. (2004) review a multitude of approa hes for lassifying
habitats and evaluating their quality, and ultimately determine that it is a laborious proess involving the melding together of disparate methods for mapping the benthos. To do
this more eÆ iently requires the advent of equipment that is apable of produ ing higher
resolution benthi maps. Within the realm of sheries management, Riolo (2006) developed
a ustom software omponent to analyze and visualize the temporal and spatial patterns of
the longline tuna shery in Ameri an Samoa's Ex lusive E onomi Zone (EEZ) by importing
hook and at h density statisti s from the existing database into a GIS software platform.
Also, Close and Hall (2006) fo us on a method of interpreting lo al knowledge of a shery
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onto a spatial s ale for use with the s ienti

database. By in orporating a bu er parameter

that onsiders study area, map s ale, weather onditions, vessel size, and spe ies harvested
they were able to satisfa torily represent this diÆ ult-to-standardize and vital data for pra ti al use in sheries management. Valavanis et al. (2004) managed to su essfully model the
essential sh habitat (EFH) of short- nned squid in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea using the
GIS environmental model they developed. This spe ies-spe i , four-stage, model in ludes
in the stages parameters that des ribe EFH whi h are derived from the individual spe ies'
life history data (i.e. sea surfa e temperature, salinity, bathymetry).
There are also studies utilizing GIS to try and analyze the distribution of benthi organisms, or \ground sh", in relation to the varying types of bottom habitat present. By overlaying sh ensus data onto a habitat map of Bu k Island National Monument in St. Croix,
U.S. Virgin Islands, Kendall et al. (2003a) were able to determine that there was higher probability of nding juvenile Fren h grunts over hard bottom sites the loser those sites were to
soft bottom habitat. Anderson et al. (2005) were able to link distributions of three spe ies of
ground sh to existing bathymetry, sediment, and side-s an sonar surveys to show distin tive
preferen e of ea h spe ies to one of three oarsely de ned habitat designations. Although,
they a knowledge that \ shes respond to their habitat at a range of spatial s ales" that are
usually spe ies-spe i , so there is a need to develop sea oor maps \with the resolution at
whi h shes per eive and respond to their habitat" in order to help eliminate the un ertainty
that results from performing their analyses at a ner resolution. The present study employs
similar methods of omparison to determine any habitat preferen e of the pelagi population
at GRNMS.
1.4

Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 outlines the experimental approa h in more detail. This hapter ontains explanations of the methodologies, equipment, and software used to address ea h of the rst four
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resear h questions posed in the last se tion. The elements of the method that are unique to
ea h of the three resear h ruises are highlighted in Se tion 2.2.
Chapter 3 details the data and results for the a ousti analyses of the target strength
distributions for ea h resear h ruise. First, the temporal relationships of these data are
summarized within ea h ruise to examine any diel hanges. Then this information is ompared to the spatial data to determine if there is any pattern or relationship between the
habitat type and the target strength distribution of pelagi biota. Finally, there are some
omparisons between 2003 and 2005 to estimate of seasonal variability.
In Chapter 4 the hydroa ousti analyses of the FPCM are examined for ea h of the
three resear h ruises. Verti al and temporal variations are des ribed rst in an e ort to
understand where most of the sh are within the water olumn and whether any diel and/or
seasonal variability exists within the data. In addition, the spatial data is referen ed here to
see whether or not patterns exist that shows some relationship between the FPCM data and
the unique habitat types.
Finally, in Chapter 5 the fth resear h question is addressed, omparing the di erent
experimental methods. Re ommendations for future studies within GRNMS are put forward
based on this omparison. Also, the information presented in Chapters 3 and 4 is onsidered
in order to reveal potential appli ations for su h data, not only within Gray's Reef, but also
within any marine environment where the presen e of pelagi biota is an integral part of the
e osystem. A study of this nature an play a vital role in the NOAA's NMS program, sin e
ertain aspe ts of this study were designed to ater to the spe i

needs of Gray's Reef NMS

resulting from the monitoring workshop that took pla e in 2003 (Kendall and M Fall, 2003).
Additionally, the Gray's Reef Final Management plan (Gray's Reef National Marine San tuary, 2006) outlines goals and programs for the san tuary whi h o shoots of this resear h
an help to support.

Chapter 2

Experimental Approa h

In order to address the resear h questions posed in Chapter 1, an experimental method was
developed that draws on aspe ts of previous work of Dr. Daniela Di Iorio of the University
of Georgia (Tamara h, 2003), Dr. Laura Kra ker of the NOAA NOS CCEHBR (Kra ker,
1999), and Dr. Doran Mason of the NOAA GLERL (Johnson et al., 2004; Mason et al., 2001,
2005). Using a ousti surveying te hniques similar to this study, Tamara h (2003) was able
to identify lo ations in the Altamaha River estuary (Georgia) that a t as onvergen e zones
and where sh tend to a umulate. In Lake Ontario (New York), Kra ker (1999) implemented
assumptions to the hydroa ousti data in order to divide the sh abundan e into size lasses
de ned as predators and prey, whi h enabled the reation of spatially expli it maps of sh
densities and predator lo ations via geostatisti al analysis, resulting in the three-dimensional
distribution of targets in the water olumn. Mason et al. (2001) and Johnson et al. (2004)
used hydroa ousti data in Western Lake Superior (Mi higan) to provide measures of size
and abundan e (both of whi h an relate to biomass al ulations), and distribution of pelagi
biota over a range of spatial s ales.
For our investigations, the target strength distributions were measured to gain a perspe tive on the approximate size of the resident pelagi

sh at Gray's Reef. This ould provide

insight as to how the pelagi population fun tions within the san tuary as seen in Kra ker
(1999). As in, are these organisms more likely to be predators or prey? These measurements
are obtained for entire transe ts at a given time of day. The result is a ontour depi ting the
number of targets that have a given TS and the verti al depth in the water olumn where
they an be lo ated. A verti al bin size of approximately 1.4 meters was hosen so as to give
19
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a detailed resolution for observing any diel migration hanges or patterns that may o ur
within this population of targets. In order to assess what these may be, all transe t paths
repeated within a 24-hour y le are ompared to one another.
The abundan e data olle ted during our sampling programs serve as a measurement of
parti le density. The FPCM is sampled in horizontal in rements averaging 234 meters (logi
explained in Subse tion 2.1.1) along entire transe ts at given times of day. This results in
a urve des ribing how many targets are present at parti ular oordinates along a transe t.
Again, the verti al bin size was about 1.4 meters, yet here, the information is depth integrated
a ording to the \surfa e" versus the \bottom" of the water olumn (explained further in
Chapter 4). This integration allows for the examination of diel hanges in the FPCM data
when omparing data from like transe ts.
The temporal hypothesis is that there will be an evident diel verti al migration of all
targets, regardless of size, as a dire t response to how the sun penetrates the water olumn.
While the dire tionality of this phenomenon is spe ies-spe i , generally speaking, organisms
move up into the water olumn as night falls and return to depth during the day (Fabi and
Sala, 2002; Orlowski, 2000). There is a possibility that some of these organisms are moving in
horizontal migration patterns as well. For example, in Kendall et al. (2003a), Fren h grunts
in the U. S. Virgin Islands moved from hard bottom, reef habitats during the day to soft
bottom, sediment habitats at night. The existen e of this phenomenon within GRNMS is
diÆ ult to isolate using the methodology presented here.
The per eived diel events of the TS and FPCM data from O tober 2003 and May 2005
will also be examined brie y for any eviden e of seasonal variability. Seasonal variability
of this phenomenon is expe ted to be dire tly related to the presen e or absen e of a wellde ned thermo line. While it is still expe ted that organisms will respond to how the sun
penetrates the water olumn, it is hypothesized that the presen e of a strong thermo line, as
seen in the Spring (May 2005), will limit this migration (Forward et al., 1999) ompared to
when the water olumn is well mixed as seen in the Fall (O tober 2003). Also, the parti le
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density for the targets is predi ted to be less in the Fall (O tober) than in the Spring (May).
This is based on the nding that this region experien es phytoplankton blooms and rapidly
developing zooplankton ommunities in the spring and summer as a result of nutrient-ri h
intrusions of the North Atlanti Deep Water and in reased riverine ux (Verity et al., 1993).
Also, it is worth mentioning that some pelagi

sh spe ies found in Gray's Reef spawn in the

Fall like the Atlanti menhaden, Brevoortia tyrannus (Forward et al., 1999), and there are
spe ies that spawn in both the Spring and the Fall like the King ma kerel, S omberomorus
avalla, (Collins and Stender, 1987). It is anti ipated that the seasonal abundan e of targets
is more a result of primary produ tivity than spawning events. Similarly, the TS distribution
is expe ted to show de reased numbers of targets of all strengths in the Fall. The a tual
de ibel range of TS is not expe ted to vary from season to season as the general omposition
of the pelagi

ommunity is assumed to remain relatively onstant throughout the year.

The TS distribution and the FPCM of the pelagi

sh for ea h individual transe t line are

also ompared to the habitat map (shown in Figure 1.1) to see if any relationship between
the habitat and these data an be quanti ed. Sin e the target strength distribution is representative of the entire transe t, this data an only be ompared to the general habitat
omposition of that transe t as will be explained in Subse tion 2.1.2. With the FPCM analysis, points of interest on the data urve an be dire tly ompared to the identi al lo ation
on the habitat map, and any general statements regarding the abundan e trend along a
whole transe t, like for the target strength distribution, are ompared to the general habitat
omposition per entage al ulated for that parti ular transe t. Yet, the habitat information
was also georeferen ed to the same average horizontal resolution of the FPCM data (234 m)
so that the more pre ise measurement of FPCM per habitat type ould be determined along
ea h transe t line (detailed in Subse tion 2.1.2).
The spatial hypothesis is that the pelagi

sh of Gray's Reef will not show any lear

preferen e for a parti ular habitat type. This is due to the fa t that the targets seen in our
data are predi ted to feed on phyto- and zooplankton and on benthi invertebrates, whi h
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live in the water olumn and the benthos respe tively. If any trends between TS distribution
and FPCM with the habitat do seem to o ur, they are onsidered a result of the behavior
patterns of the targets' prey items. It is well-studied that reef and ground sh show an
in reased aÆnity for olonized habitat due to their spe i

diet or shelter needs (Christensen

et al., 2003; Friedlander and Parrish, 1998). Based on these types of studies, the densely
olonized areas ould potentially impa t the data more than the sparsely olonized areas due
to the fa t that the more reef stru ture present, the more likely it is that marine organisms will
ongregate there (Tupper and Boutilier, 1997; Parker et al., 1994) and therefore, the la k of
reef stru ture (un onsolidated sediment areas) implies that the number of organisms ould be
redu ed (Parker et al., 1994). It is therefore, a logi al assumption that if the diet and shelter
needs of the pelagi targets seen in our experiments are similar to those benthi spe ies,
their behavior patterns would be similar. However, that is not believed to be the ase, and
without knowing the exa t spe ies omposition of our targets, remains spe ulation. Finally,
habitat omposition of the sea oor is not expe ted to in uen e the temporal variability
of the pelagi targets, in that, the reasons an organism will show an aÆnity for a ertain
habitat type are mutually ex lusive from the reasons that said organism migrates verti ally
in the water olumn.
All obje tives were met using data olle ted on a series of three resear h expeditions
arried out in the fall or spring over three years as summarized by Table 2.1. As shown,
ea h ruise di ered slightly in the exa t methods that were employed. The signi an e of
this is that the equipment available for use was di erent at the time of ea h ruise. The
unique pro edures for ea h ruise are des ribed in detail within Se tion 2.2. Note that the
sampling times for all three ruises omprise a 24-hour day. In order to assess any temporal
hanges of the variables, a naming onvention was applied throughout our resear h as an easy
means of dividing a 24-hour day into generally a epted segments of a diel y le: midnight,
dawn, midday, dusk (see Figure 2.1). The midnight time segment has its enter at midnight,
EDT. Midday is entered around noon, EDT. The segments remaining are assigned dawn

Table 2.1: Summary of resear h expeditions
Date
of
ruise

Name
of
ship

O tober
2003

R/V Bulldog

Instrument
model
120 kHz
split-beam

Instrument
depth
(m)

Transe t
path
dire tion

1

east/west

May
2004

NOAA Ship
120 kHz
Nan y Foster single beam

3.26

north/south

May
2005

NOAA Ship
Nan y Foster

3.26

east/west

200 kHz
split-beam

Transe t Transdu er IN Transdu er OUT Ground truth
length
(date,
(date,
method
(km)
EDT)
EDT)
tested
10/4/2003
21:00

10/5/2003
21:00

trawla

6.67

5/12/2004
21:30

5/14/2004
01:00

ROV videob

7.25

5/11/2005
22:00

5/12/2005
23:20

none

7.25

a outside
b within

of san tuary boundaries
san tuary boundaries

23

24

Sunrise

Sunset

Dawn

Dusk

DAWN
MIDDAY
DUSK
MIDNIGHT

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 0 1 2 3
Hours (EDT)

Figure 2.1: Designation of the time segments for a 24-hour y le. The asterisks represent
data from May 2004/2005, while the ir les are data from O tober 2003.

and dusk, where the spe i

times of \dawn" and \dusk" are de ned as an hour pre eding

lo al sunrise and sunset times, respe tively (Dr. G. Sedberry, San tuary Superintendent for
GRNMS, personal ommuni ation). In Figure 2.1 lo al sunrise and sunset times for all years
are indi ated as well as their orresponding \dusk" and \dawn" times. Data for O tober
2003 are represented by ir les and May 2004/2005 are shown by asterisks. Comparing these
points indi ate that there are two more hours of daylight in May as ompared to O tober.
2.1

2.1.1

Instrumentation and Equipment

A ousti s

In our experiments we used either a 120 kHz split-beam, 120 kHz single beam or a 200
kHz split-beam digital transdu er all manufa tured by BioSoni s, In .. These transdu ers
provided the means to sample the target strength distribution and abundan e of the pelagi
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biota within Gray's Reef. All resear h ruises olle ted the a ousti pro les in a pattern
ommonly referred to as \mowing the lawn", with no overlap between neighboring transe t lines. By taking these \sli es" through the water olumn at di erent lo ations, varying
habitat types were sampled. All a ousti surveying o urred within a ontinuous 24-hour
blo k of time. This was to ensure that any diel hanges ould be observed.
The di eren e between the 120 kHz and the 200 kHz frequen ies used in these surveys
is simply that the higher frequen y transdu er allows for ner resolution of smaller targets.
The target strength al ulation depends on the type of transdu er used. These experiments
made use of two di erent types of transdu ers | the split and the single beam. Split beam
transdu ers are designed to dire tly measure the target strength distribution of the sh,
sin e it an orre t the TS measurement by the lo ation of the sh within the a ousti
beam. Su h a system measures the time delay of the e ho between the transdu er elements
in order to estimate the X and Y angles to the target. Then these angles are used to orre t
the o -axis amplitude of the e ho ( ontained within the split-beam data) to the a tual target
strength. By ontrast, the single beam transdu er an only obtain the target strengths by
indire t statisti al methods referred to as the Expe tation-Maximization-Smoothing (EMS)
te hnique (BioSoni s In ., 2004). The method lassi es targets a ording to their strength
in a distribution array whi h is then ombined with a beam pattern matrix whi h represents
the probability of a given target pla ed within the a ousti beam. This is based on the
assumption that sh are distributed with equal probability throughout the sampled volume.
The target strength is de ned as the strength of the a ousti al re e tivity from a target
and is measured in de ibels (dB) as,
I
TS = 10 log10 r ;
Ii

(2.1)

where Ir is the intensity re e ted from the target and Ii is the intensity in ident on the
target, all at a referen e distan e of 1 m from the target and Ir =Ii is equal to BS =4r2 .
Here, BS is the ba ks attering ross se tion from a single target measured at r = 1m. Sin e
the re e ted signal is always less than the in ident signal, TS measurements are negative. If
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the spe ies of sh is known, these measurements an then be orrelated to the size of the sh
represented by length, wet weight or dry weight via mathemati al equations (Foote et al.,
1986; Wiebe et al., 1990). Calibration of the sour e level (SL) and re eiver sensitivity (RL) is
essential for all instrumentation in order to obtain absolute measurements of target strength.
When in situ alibration pro edures are not possible (as in May 2004), only relative hanges
an be observed. This is be ause the re eived e ho strength (ES ) is dependent upon SL, RL,
TS and the two-way transmission losses (2TL) due to spheri al spreading and absorption,
ES = SL + RL + T S

2T L:

(2.2)

Figure 2.2 is a on eptual depi tion of the a ousti beam spreading out from the transdu er to the sea oor with an approximate beamwidth of 6 degrees. Over the average 20
meter water depth, the beamwidth orresponds to a ir ular diameter of approximately 3
meters on the bottom due to the geometri al spreading of the beam. The BioSoni s Visual
A quisition software olle ted all hydroa ousti data a ording to the parameters listed in
Table 2.2. The beam width is the dire tivity (in degrees) of the under water sound emitted by
the transdu er. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2 and varied only slightly from one transdu er
type to another. The transmit frequen y is the frequen y of the emitted a ousti signal, and
as mentioned before these analyses made use of both 120 kHz and 200 kHz devi es. The
data threshold is a user-de ned parameter that instru ts the software to ignore any targets
whose strengths are less than this number. Di erent settings for this parameter were used in
2005 so as to apture more planktoni organisms with the higher a ousti frequen y. Note
that \passes" over transe ts are numbered and are de ned as one journey over a transe t
(of latitude in 2003 and 2005, or of longitude in 2004) with an alphabeti al designation.
Also note that in 2005, pass 7 was ompleted in two parts to make up one whole pass. The
squared threshold mode takes into a ount losses in the a ousti energy due to spheri al
spreading. The pulse rate is the number of transmissions the transdu er emits in one se ond.
The higher rates orrespond to more nely sampled transe ts. The olle tion range refers to
the depth of water sampled from below the fa e of the transdu er to the sea oor. Sampling
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ship’s
direction

6°

pole-mounted
transducer

~1.4 m
~200 m

~20 m

~3 m diameter
“beam width”

Figure 2.2: A s hemati diagram (not to s ale) showing the transmitted a ousti signal and
the three-dimensional bin resolution (in meters) used in our pro essing. The signal emitted
propagates in a one shape (as indi ated in the gure) as a result of spheri al spreading.
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Table 2.2: BioSoni s Visual A quisition parameters
2003
2004
Beam Width (Æ )
6.2
5.5
Transmit Frequen y (kHz):
Data Threshold (dB)

129
split-beam
100

123
single-beam
100

2005
6.0
199
split-beam
110a
130b

Threshold Type

squared

squared

squared

Pulse Rate (Hz)

3

4

5

Colle tion Range (m)
Pulse Width (ms)
a for

passes 1 through 7a
passes 7b through 14
for passes 1 through 12
d for passes 13 through 21
b for

1.99 to 18.350:92 0.5 to 16.671:22 0.98 to 15.921:04
0.50 to 18.950:96d
0.4

0.4

0.4
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begins at the user-de ned blanking distan e or \start range". This blanking distan e is the
depth of water to be masked out immediately below the transdu er fa e. The \start range"
typi ally begins at a distan e greater than or equal to the length of the pulse in water
(sound speed  pulse width), where pulse width des ribes the duration of the transmitted
pulse, measured in millise onds. Regardless of the size of the blanking distan e, the system
will not re eive any data until it has nished sending the signal (BioSoni s In ., 2000). The
olle tion range in O tober 2003 di ered between the rst twelve passes and the remaining
nine passes due to the user-de ned blanking distan e being hanged after the twelfth pass
and before the thirteenth pass.
In order to pro ess the hydroa ousti ba ks atter data, the BioSoni s Visual Analyzer
4.1 software was used with user-de ned parameters listed in Table 2.3. This table reiterates
the types of transdu ers used for ea h year. Next, the alibration orre tion is an o set
that is input by the user on e that o set is determined by alibration pro edures whi h
onsist of suspending a tungsten alibration sphere having a known target strength below
the transdu er at a xed distan e. This number is used to orre t the SL + RL term in
equation (2.2).This is followed by the bottom threshold whi h dete ts the o ean bottom if
the re eived e ho strength is greater than or equal to

30 dB. In an area of hard bottom

like Gray's Reef, the bottom is a strong re e tor and therefore has a high de ibel value just
as a large obje t or organism would. To ensure that the bottom is hara terized di erently
from the targets, this value is set higher than the sh targets being studied. It is vital
that the bottom be well-tra ked in order to prevent error being introdu ed into the results.
For example, if the software negle ts to \see" the bottom at any given lo ation and then
analyzes the signal of the bottom as targets, the result will be an inordinately high number
of targets for that bin. In order to eliminate this, ea h data le was meti ulously studied
in order to ensure that the bottom was tra ked properly. When the bottom signal was lost
(as o urred on a few o asions) the Visual Analyzer software allows the user to orre t the
bottom tra e. Additionally, the bottom blanking distan e is another ru ial omponent of
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Transdu er

Table 2.3: BioSoni s Visual Analyzer parameters
2003
2004
2005
Split-beam Single-beam Split-beam

Calibration Corre tion (dB)

0.4

no data

0

Bottom Threshold (dB)

30

30

30

Maximum Target Strength (dB)

35

35

35

Number of A ousti Bins

23

23

23

A ousti Bin Height (dB)

2

2

2

Number of Strata

20a
17b

15

16

Verti al resolution (m)

1.4

1.4

1.4

Report length (pings)

292

389

486

Average horizontal
resolution (m)

243

231

226

Average Salinity (pss-78)

35.12

35.11

33.06

Average Water
Temperature (Æ C)

24.44

23.01

20.17

a for

b for

passes 1 through 12
passes 13 through 21
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this bottom dete tion. The bottom blanking distan e is set to a onstant distan e of 0.25 m
and is based on the spreading hara teristi s of the a ousti beam and its re e tion o of
the o ean oor, interfering with the side lobes that have not yet re e ted. This on ept is
illustrated in Figure 2.3.
The maximum target strength of 35 dB listed in Table 2.3 is the upper limit of our TS
range and typi ally orresponds to large sh like the red snapper (Lutjanus ampe hanus)
(Foote et al., 1986). The lower threshold used for this study was

78 dB and generally

orresponds to the smallest swim bladdered larval or juvenile sh, or small spe ies like the
bay an hovy (An hoa mit hilli) (Van Holliday and Pieper, 1980). Target strength values less
than 78 dB are onsidered to be zooplankton (Van Holliday and Pieper, 1980, 1995; Wiebe
et al., 1990), and are therefore not in luded in this experiment. This establishes our target
strength range of interest to be from 78 up to 35 dB. Sin e the desired a ousti resolution
for analyzing the TS measurement was 2 dB, 23 a ousti bins were used in order to ensure
that the full target strength range of interest was sampled. These parameters remained the
same for all three sampling years.
The desired verti al resolution for pro essing our target strength distribution and abundan e data was approximately 1.4 m for ea h experiment and as su h, the number of verti al
bins (strata) was determined from,
strata(#) =

olle tion range(m)
:
verti al resolution(m)

(2.3)

The resulting answer was rounded to the nearest whole number and is listed in Table 2.3. For
2003, the di erent number of strata orresponds to the hanged blanking distan e after pass
twelve. The horizontal averaging for the sh abundan es was hosen to be approximately
200 meters. This approximation was established by onsidering the pulse rate (from Table
2.2), the average speed of the vessel | about 4 knots (or 2.0578 m/s), and the ping range
| or total number of pings pro essed in one pass over a transe t. First, it was determined
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Figure 2.3: A s hemati diagram illustrating the logi of blanking distan e. The transmitted
a ousti signal propagates in three parts, a main lobe and two side lobes. Some of the energy
is emitted from the side lobes in addition to the main lobe. Noti e that the entral part of
the main lobe hits the bottom before the side lobes do. If any organisms are ensoni ed in
this area they will not be a urately measured due to the interferen e of this re e ted signal
with the side lobes that have not yet re e ted.
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how many se onds it took to travel a distan e of 200 meters,
t200m (s) =

200(m)
:
vboat (m=s)

(2.4)

Then the number of pings transmitted during t200m was used to de ne the report length for
ea h transe t a ording to:
report length(pings) = t200m (s)  pulse rate(Hz ):

(2.5)

The report length values are also listed in Table 2.3. Di eren es from year to year orrespond
to the hange in pulse rate from year to year. This pro ess resulted in an a tual horizontal
resolution that averaged around 234 meters when this data was georeferen ed to a Universal
Transverse Mer ator (UTM) proje tion of the area (more on this pro ess in Subse tion 2.1.2).
This is be ause the a tual speed of the vessel varied between 4 and 5 knots. This relatively
small horizontal resolution allows for the spatial omparison of abundan e to spe i

types

of habitat found in the same lo ations. Finally, the average temperature and salinity data
for ea h year are listed whi h are used to al ulate the sound speed for depth determination.
Both single and split beam sonar devi es are able to obtain a sh density measurement
via e ho integration te hniques over the verti al and horizontal bin size. This abundan e,
referred to as the target density in terms of sh per ubi meter (FPCM), is al ulated
from the volume ba ks attering oeÆ ient (Sv ) obtained through e ho integration. The parti le density (FPCM) together with the ba ks attering strength from individual parti les
(BS =4 ) essentially de nes the volume ba ks attering strength:
Sv = F P CM

 

BS :

4

(2.6)

By dividing the water olumn into depth and range bins, if the returned e ho is within the
target strength threshold (of 78 to 35 dB) then the signal strength for the target (P ) is
squared and added into a running sum for the bin. This sum is divided by the number of
samples measured giving an estimate of the average energy ontained in the water volume
sampled whi h is approximately re tangular. This energy is then s aled by environmental
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(sound speed) and transdu er (sour e level, re eiver strength, and beam pattern) parameters
giving a s aling fa tor  whi h is assumed onstant, su h that,
Sv = 

P

!

P2
;
P
samples

(2.7)

is the s attering strength of a unit volume. The inherent assumption with this relationship
is that there must be no multiple s attering.
Possible limitations of the hydroa ousti method stem from ship avoidan e by the organisms. While the hydroa ousti method is non-invasive, spe ies an retreat due to either the
noise of the ship's operation or the physi al disturban e of the vessel moving through the
water. Furthermore, the speed at whi h the ship must be moving in order to survey a oustially is slow enough that larger spe ies of sh that may be of interest, an swim faster than
they an be dete ted.
2.1.2

Georeferen ing

Geographi al data was olle ted during all three ruises in order to provide the basis for the
spatial analyses. The latitudes and longitudes were fed into the BioSoni s Visual A quisition
software either by time syn hronization (in Universal Time Coordinates | UTC) between
the ships' navigation systems and the a quisition omputer, or by a ombination of time
syn hronization and dire t live feed of the ships' Global Positioning System (GPS) to the
a quisition omputer. In O tober 2003, GPS information was olle ted via a serial onne tion with the RV Georgia Bulldog's National Marine Ele troni s Asso iation (NMEA) GPS
stream dire tly into the BioSoni s Visual A quisition software. There were o asions when
the GPS data stream on the A quisition software be ame \hung", ausing geographi al information to be lost for brief periods. Sin e we olle ted the navigation data independently, on
another omputer, we ould then time syn hronize the geographi al data for those o asions
when the GPS was lost on the e hosounder data. Then in both May 2004 and 2005, the
GPS data was a quired via the Nan y Foster's S ienti

Computing Software (SCS). The
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a quisition omputer (and therefore the BioSoni s Visual A quisition software) was timesyn hronized to this SCS system so that geographi al data ould later be determined by the
time.
For the spatial analyses, all of the geographi al data olle ted was referen ed to the minor
habitat lassi ations map shown in the bottom image of Figure 1.1. On e the a ousti data
were assigned latitude and longitude values, they were onverted from degrees into meters,
on a Universal Transverse Mer ator (UTM) proje tion, whi h was a omplished using the
MATLAB s ript deg2utm.m. The information ould then be merged with the minor habitat
lassi ations map (already in UTM).
The area sampled by the transdu er was approximated as re tangular polygons derived
from the geographi

oordinates of the a ousti abundan e data. As stated in Subse tion

2.1.1, the FPCM data was divided along ea h transe t into \reports" whi h were approximated to be 200 m in length. On e georeferen ed, these \reports" were found to a tually
average 234 m in length overall, with ea h individual \report length" being di erent. The
polygons were generated using the entroid values from ea h \report" together with the total
length (variable) and width (3m) of area sampled for ea h bin. This spreadsheet of entroids,
lengths, and widths was then imported into Ar View 3.2 to reate polygons of the sampled
areas. Using the Ar View tool \interse t", this polygon data was ombined with the minor
habitat lassi ations map. The result was hundreds of re tangular \ hunks" of the habitat
map that were analyzed to determine the per entage of ea h of the four minor habitat types
within ea h polygon. Then, the per entages of ea h habitat type of all polygons along a
transe t were added together in order to determine the habitat omposition for the transe t
as a whole.
It is this whole transe t habitat omposition per entage that is used to determine any
spatial relationships with the TS distribution, sin e that data is also hara terized by entire
transe ts. Only general statements regarding the FPCM trends over whole transe ts are
ompared to the general habitat omposition per entage al ulated for the transe ts. The
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nature of these abundan e data allows points of interest on the FPCM urves to be dire tly
ompared to the identi al lo ations on the habitat map. Also, be ause the FPCM data was
used to generate the polygons used in the spatial analysis, a more detailed, FPCM per habitat
type an be determined for ea h transe t line. To do this, the entroid lo ations of all the
unique habitat subpolygons found within ea h polygon bin were imported from Ar View 3.2
into MATLAB. Then, the a ousti FPCM data was interpolated against this unique habitat
subpolygon entroid data using the MATLAB fun tion interp1. This resulted in FPCM
values being assigned to ea h unique habitat type in every bin, whi h enabled analysis of
abundan e per habitat type.
2.1.3

Physi al O eanographi

Data

To assess the physi al onditions of the water olumn at the time of analysis, various environmental data were sampled during ea h ruise and were obtained from nearby o ean monitoring stations. The sour es of the applied o eanographi data were unique for ea h ruise,
and olle tion methods will be lari ed in Se tion 2.2. In general, ondu tivity-temperaturedepth (CTD) pro lers were employed to gain a pi ture of how the temperature and salinity
varied with depth over the verti al water olumn, in order to determine if any distin t
thermo- or halo line existed. This data was also essential in order to quantify the mean
temperature and salinity (shown in Table 2.3) so that sound speed is orre tly used in the
Visual Analyzer software. Mi roCAT CTDs provided temperature and salinity information
for the surfa e layer of the water olumn, and helped to identify the depth of instrumentation, as well as any oastal frontal features. Current ow was monitored by using either
an a ousti doppler urrent pro ler (ADCP), towed alongside the e hosounder, or from the
South Atlanti Bight Synopti O ean Observing Network (SABSOON) oastal observatory
R2 tower whi h is approximately 28 km east of the GRNMS NDBC Station 41008. Information on the wind speeds and dire tions together with the signi ant wave height, was
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obtained from the NDBC Station 41008. What impa t these data potentially had on our
results will be put forward in Chapters 3 and 4 where appli able.
2.2

Resear h Cruises

2.2.1

O tober 4{6, 2003

This initial ruise was, fundamentally, a pilot study to assess the feasibility of the resear h
and to olle t preliminary data. Using the RV Georgia Bulldog from the Marine Extension
Servi e in Brunswi k, a ousti data were olle ted over a ontinuous 24-hour period followed
by several hours of trawl surveys. The hydroa ousti survey was performed using a BioSoni s
DT6000 120 kHz split beam e hosounder (details in Table 2.2) atta hed to a tow sh, provided
ourtesy of Doran Mason of the NOAA GLERL. The tow sh was deployed at a depth of 1meter below the surfa e of the water. Prior to olle ting any data, this system was alibrated
at the do k in about 4{5 meters of water with a tungsten alibration sphere having a known
target strength of

35 dB. The resulting narrow beam o set of 0.4 dB (see Table 2.3),

orre ted the sour e level (SL) and re eiver sensitivity (RL) sum, (SL + RL), used by the
BioSoni s Visual Analyzer software.
Note that in Table 2.2 there are two di erent sampled depth ranges listed for this dataset.
This is due to the fa t that the user-sele ted blanking distan e was hanged mid- olle tion.
The blanking parameter is the distan e below the bottom of the transdu er where you want
to begin sampling. The initial blanking distan e used of two meters was determined to be too
deep sin e the tow sh and transdu er were already suspended one meter below the surfa e.
That is why the depth range for the remainder of the analysis begins at a half meter. This is
a tually a half meter below the transdu er so sampling initiates at approximately 1.5 meters
below the surfa e.
Figure 2.4 shows the east/west ship transe ts superimposed on the GRNMS habitat
lassi ations map. East/west runs were hosen so as to travel with or against the prevailing
wave eld in order to limit signi ant roll on the tow sh. Note also that in Figure 2.4
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Table 2.4: O tober 2003 habitat omposition per entages.
Transe t rippled sand
A
70%
B
55.25%
C
40%
D
89%
E
90%

at sand sparsely olonized densely olonized
0.5%
29%
0.5%
8.25%
35%
1.5%
7%
52%
1%
7%
3%
1%
10%
0%
0%

ea h of the latitudinal transe t lines are assigned an alphabeti al label (A { E) that will be
used to indi ate sampling lo ations. The term, latitudinal, as used here, is analogous to the
geographi al referen e for \zonal" whi h means along or parallel to lines of latitude.
Figure 2.5 shows the per entage of ea h transe t (A { E) that orresponds to ea h of
the four minor habitat lassi ations. For ease of referen e, Table 2.4 lists the al ulated
habitat omposition for ea h transe t. Of note is that transe t C ontains the most sparsely
olonized reef habitat, where transe t D ontains the least. Transe ts A { D all ontain slight
per entages of the densely olonized reef habitat. Transe t E onsists of 100% un onsolidated
sediment.
A ousti data were also olle ted just outside the eastern and southern boundaries of
the reef (shown on Figure 2.4) in order to ondu t simultaneous mid-water (between 10
and 11 meters) trawls for ground truth analysis. A letter of a knowledgment (LOA) was
issued on September 15, 2003, from NOAA's Southeast Regional OÆ e in order to ondu t
the trawling analyses outside of the san tuary boundaries. Trawling is not permitted within
the san tuary boundaries a ording to the GRNMS Regulations expressed in the Federal
Register, Vol. 71, No. 197, 15 CFR Part 922, Subpart I 922.92.
The trawl net used had an opening of approximately 13.5 meters with a 4.8 m stret h
mesh that tapered to a 2.3 m od end, without turtle ex lusion devi es (TEDs). A ousti
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25’
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24’
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23’
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Figure 2.4: Cruise tra ks for O tober 2003 shown in magenta overlaid on the GRNMS habitat
map. Note that ea h latitudinal transe t line has been assigned an alphabeti al label.

Figure 2.5: The O tober 2003 transe ts hara terized as per entages of habitat types.
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measurements for the trawls were taken from the towed e hosounder o the starboard side of
the RV Georgia Bulldog as the trawls were deployed o of the rear port quarter. Additionally,
a Mi roCAT CTD aÆxed to either the trawl's head rope or within the od end served to
olle t pressure measurements in order to establish the depth of the trawl net. This ensured
that it was indeed sampling at mid-water olumn level. There is potential for net avoidan e
by the organisms (Misund et al., 1999) whi h introdu es errors in the spe ies omposition
and size distribution.
Table 2.5 illustrates the range of sh spe ies aught in the trawls, and Figure 2.6 shows
the size distribution of those at hes. The measurement used to reate the size distribution
for all of the spe ies olle ted was referred to as the \total length". In regards to sh, this an
be de ned as the length from the nose of the sh to the tip of the tail n. For round jellies,
this was the diameter. For the bell-shaped jellies and squids, this measurement des ribed
the length from the top of the bell to the end of the longest tenta le. It is interesting to
note that the two dominant sizes of organisms aught as represented by Figure 2.6, are ea h
hara teristi of the two most frequently aught spe ies. The An hoa mit hilli onsistently
ranged between 4{6 entimeters, while the Chloros ombrus hrysurus measured between 18{
20 entimeters. And sin e all organisms aught only ranged in size from a few entimeters to
tens of entimeters, this information enables us to fo us on the target strength range of 78
to 60 dB whi h is seen to be the range ideally suited for isolating sh in this size range.
It is generally a epted that

78 dB is the limit for dete ting swim bladdered organisms

(des ribed as physostomous or physo listous sh depending on their physiology). Target
strengths smaller than 78 dB would be from zooplanktoni organisms (Van Holliday and
Pieper, 1980, 1995; Wiebe et al., 1990).
During the hydroa ousti assay, ruising was halted at ea h of the four orners of GRNMS
to olle t CTD pro les to assess how temperature and salinity varied with depth throughout
the survey. Data available from the NDBC Station 41008 provided information on wind speed
and dire tion and signi ant wave height. Over the entire ruise, water olumn urrents (in
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Table 2.5: Summary of spe ies aught during trawling events
Total number
aught (kept)
13/13
12/12
5/5
1/1
2/2
4/4
2/2
1/1
1/1
3/3
4/4
79/60
1717/80

Common
Genus
name
spe ies
squid
not identi ed
moon jelly
Aurelia aurita
sea wasp
Tamoya haplonema
omb jelly
Mnemiopsis sp.
a
eel/ utlass sh (juvenile)
Conger sp./Tri hiurus lepturus
round s ad (juvenile)
De apterus pun tatus
permit/butter sh (juvenile)
Tra hinotus fal atus/Peprilus tria
lookdown sh (juvenile)
Selene vomer
inshore lizard sh (juvenile)
Synodus foetens
Atlanti thread herring (juvenile) Opisthonema oglinum
Atlanti thread herring
Opisthonema oglinum
Atlanti bumper
Chloros ombrus hrysurus
bay an hovies
An hoa mit hilli

a

anthus

a Unable

to determine the exa t Genus and spe ies; both possible ommon names and lassi ations are listed.
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Figure 2.6: The size distribution (in entimeters) of total organisms kept from all trawling
events in O tober 2003.
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m/s) were sampled with a 600 kHz ADCP mounted, looking down through the water olumn,
to a rigid mast on the starboard side of the RV Georgia Bulldog. Finally, a Mi roCAT CTD
was aÆxed just below the surfa e of the water to the same mast that se ured the ADCP.
This was in order to olle t the ontinuous sea surfa e temperature (SST) and salinity
measurements throughout the domain in order to observe any oastal frontal features.
A summary of the physi al data obtained is illustrated in Figure 2.7. The top three graphs
all share the same x-axis values of year day and time in rements are expressed in UTC. Year
day of 278 orresponds to O tober 5, 2003. The graph of wind speed (solid line) versus
wind dire tion (dotted line) indi ates that wind speeds remained fairly mild throughout the
sampling period | ranging from about 3{5 m/s. The wind dire tion (expressed as degrees
from true North) at the start of the survey originates from the south and rotates lo kwise
until the wind settles from the east at about noon EDT. The signi ant wave height (Hs)
remains just below 1 meter throughout the 24-hour period, indi ative of a onsistent gentle
swell that did not introdu e signi ant pit h and roll on the tow sh (whi h would have
aused loss of data). The urrent speed is hara teristi of a region having mixed semidiurnal tides su h that the ows in the SAB never really sla ken. The olor map of the sea
surfa e salinity during transe ting alludes to a salinity frontal zone as a result of oastal
Georgia rivers, like the Altamaha. The in rease in salinity toward the southeast shows the
general dire tion of tidal propagation. Finally, the four salinity and temperature pro les
from ea h orner of the san tuary indi ate small verti al gradients. This is prone to be ome
a highly variable stru ture sin e tidal mixing (whi h is dominant in the san tuary region)
an easily erode su h small temperature and salinity gradients.
The a ousti results obtained (as will be dis ussed) determined that the methods
employed are a valid means of ondu ting this resear h in the future (Di Iorio, 2003). These
dedu tions helped se ure funding from the NOAA GRNMS and the NOAA NURC for
additional surveys (May 2004 and May 2005).
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2.2.2

May 12{13, 2004

For the ruise in May 2004, hydroa ousti surveys were performed using a BioSoni s DT4000
120 kHz single beam e hosounder (details in Table 2.2), atta hed to a rigid mast on the
starboard side of the NOAA SHIP Nan y Foster at a depth of 3.26 meters from the surfa e.
For this dataset, there is no pre- or post- ruise alibration data available to orre t the
sour e level (SL) and re eiver sensitivity (RL), as it was diÆ ult to suspend a alibration
sphere from the NOAA SHIP Nan y Foster. During the attempt, we ended up damaging
the transdu er whi h meant no post ruise alibrations were possible either. As a result,
the target strength distribution and FPCM measurements are relative as there are unknown
o sets that exist within the target strength measurements.
Figure 2.8 shows this ruise grid superimposed onto the GRNMS habitat lassi ations
map. The north/south transe t pattern was sele ted in order to attempt to spe i ally
observe any hanges in the number of sh as the vessel approa hed the distin t \ledge" of
live-bottom habitat in the northern part of the san tuary lo ated at the approximate latitude
of 31Æ 240 N. In addition, this pattern was hosen to deliberately on entrate e orts over the
areas of GRNMS known to ontain more reef stru ture a ording to the GRNMS habitat
lassi ations map. These longitudinal transe ts were also assigned an alphabeti al label (A
{ E) that will be used to indi ate sampling lo ations for 2004. Here the term, longitudinal,
is analogous to the geographi al referen e for \meridonal" whi h means along or parallel to
lines of longitude.
Figure 2.9 shows the per entage of ea h transe t (A { E) that orresponds to ea h of the
four minor habitat lassi ations. For ease of referen e, Table 2.6 lists the al ulated habitat
omposition for ea h transe t. Note that all ve transe ts ontain the sparsely olonized reef
habitat, with transe t C ontaining the most. Further, only transe t A does not ontain
any densely olonized habitat. The remaining transe ts, while all ontain densely olonized
habitat, it is only in small per entages.
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Figure 2.8: Cruise tra ks for May 2004 shown in magenta overlaid on the GRNMS habitat
map. Note that ea h longitudinal transe t line has been assigned an alphabeti al label.

Figure 2.9: The May 2004 transe ts hara terized as per entages of habitat types.
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Table 2.6: May 2004 habitat omposition per entages.
Transe t rippled sand
A
67%
B
45%
C
36.5%
D
68.5%
E
71%

at sand sparsely olonized densely olonized
23%
10%
0%
4%
49%
2%
3%
59%
1.5%
0.5%
29%
2%
4%
23.5%
1.5%

In 2004, experimental ground truthing observations were made with a digital video
re order mounted to the remotely operated vehi le (ROV), \Phantom S2". In order to ondu t these ROV-mounted video surveys, hydroa ousti transe ting was interrupted for twohour periods so that the NOAA SHIP Nan y Foster ould drift with the ROV in tow. These
two hour drift periods were entered around midnight, dawn, midday, and dusk. When the
drifting periods began, the boat was positioned within the reef boundaries so that it would
drift in su h a way as to always be \leading" with the transdu er. As mentioned, the transdu er was on the starboard side, so the ROV was deployed o of the port side. This set-up
allowed the ROV operator (Mr. G. Taylor, NOAA NURC) time to position the ROV vertially in the water olumn so as to videotape any targets that were rst seen on the a ousti
output produ ed by the e hosounder.
The tra ks of the ship's path during the periods while drifting with the ROV an be seen
on Figure 2.10. This Figure indi ates that our drift was onsistently to the northwest, whi h
an be attributed to the prevailing southeast winds that day (as eviden ed in Figure 2.11
and dis ussed in more detail later on in this Chapter).
ROV-mounted video footage an be biased in that organisms will be either drawn to | or
repelled from | the operational lights of the ROV. These biases an be negated by pla ing
various lters or gels over the lights. For our experiments, a red lter was intermittently
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May 2004
Transects with ROV paths (blues)
A

B

C

D

E
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24’
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23’
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80°55’W
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52’
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Figure 2.10: May 2004 ruise tra ks in magenta with tra ks during ROV use in blue. Dark
blue depi ts evening/night sampling and light blue depi ts morning/day sampling. The bla k
dotted tra ks represent the times whi h the NOAA SHIP Nan y Foster was travelling from,
or ba k to, the hydroa ousti ruise tra ks pre eding, or subsequent to, ROV sampling times.
The numbers indi ate the hronologi al labeling of the ROV dives.
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a tivated over the ROV lights to determine if the biota being seen would rea t either way,
yet there was no dis ernable hange in the behavior of the organisms on s reen. Also, be ause
drifting speeds were relatively fast (see Figure 2.11), it was diÆ ult to identify spe ies of
sh in the video overage. However, sele ted footage was used to on rm that the majority
of pelagi biota at GRNMS was less than or equal to the same 25 m size range isolated in
2003, and hen e would have low asso iated target strengths. The video footage predominantly
onsisted of marine snow, or o ulation, in our mid-water olumn sample at all times of
day. There was no noti eable hange in the hara teristi s of this turbidity from one time of
day to another. This phenomenon is easy to dete t while viewing the video data. However,
apturing still, representative, images from these videos proves to be fruitless. The relative
speed of the drift aused the resolution of the still images to be insuÆ ient for pi king out
any distinguishing hara teristi s of the o ulation or sh in the frame.
The o eanographi data olle ted in 2004 onsisted of a single CTD pro le olle ted upon
ompletion of the hydroa ousti analysis in order to determine if any signi ant thermo line
existed. An a robat undulating CTD pro ler towed during a ouple of transe ts (not shown)
on rmed that the water olumn remained essentially well-mixed throughout the experiment.
Additional environmental data available from the NDBC Station 41008 provided information
on wind speed and dire tion and signi ant wave height. As no urrent measurements were
olle ted from the NOAA SHIP Nan y Foster, we made use of the SABSOON R2 o ean
observatory and its bottom mounted ADCP.
A summary of these physi al data is shown in Figure 2.11. The top three graphs all have
the same x-axis values expressed in UTC where 133 is the year day that represents May 12,
2004. The wind speed (solid line, top graph) varies throughout the day with gusts up to 7
m/s prevailing steadily out of the southeast all day (dotted line, top graph). The signi ant
wave height (Hs ) shows a general trend of just below 1 meter with ertain segments during
the day marking above 1 meter. As the signi ant wave heights were small, pit h and roll
on the transdu er were also small hen e, data loss was minimized. Also, any turbidity that
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might exist due to wave stress a ting on the o ean bottom suspending parti ulates was also
small. Examination of the urrent speed (solid line) versus urrent dire tion (dotted line)
graph illustrates a de nitive mixed semi-diurnal tidal y le, as is hara teristi of the Georgia
bite region (Atkinson et al., 1983). Lastly, the salinity and temperature pro les show the
well-mixed onditions in the water olumn as no apparent thermo line or signi ant halo line
exists.
2.2.3

May 11{12, 2005

The hydroa ousti analysis in 2005 was taken with a BioSoni s DTX 200 kHz split beam
e hosounder (details in Table 2.2), atta hed to the same rigid mast as in 2004, and again
deployed o of the starboard side of the NOAA SHIP Nan y Foster at a depth of 3.26 meters
below the surfa e. This transdu er was alibrated in a ontrolled tank environment at the
manufa turer's fa ility prior to the ruise, so the target sour e level (SL) and the re eiver
sensitivity (RL) were known prior to its operation at sea. Therefore, no orre tion was made
to (SL + RL). Also, midway through the data olle tion, the user-de ned data threshold
was de reased from 110 to 130 de ibels in order to ensonify planktoni s ales whi h allow
visualization of the water olumn like the presen e or absen e of a thermo line sin e these
organisms tend to a umulate at the base of the thermo line.
The ruise tra k for 2005 also followed an east/west grid pattern similar to the O tober
2003 survey (see Figure 2.12). It was de ided for this experiment to run the transe ts latitudinally so that the transe t paths would oin ide more losely with randomly sele ted
densely olonized reef areas that were distributed more latitudinally than longitudinally.
These areas were hosen by the NOAA's BioGeography team, also ondu ting resear h on
board the NOAA SHIP Nan y Foster at this time. The NOAA BioGeography team ondu ted SCUBA dives to perform analyses on the randomly sele ted densely olonized reef
sites and to visually assess ea h lo ation. Although no bioti ground truth analysis a ompanied the hydroa ousti surveying for this year, ane dotal information provided by the NOAA
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Table 2.7: May 2005 habitat omposition per entages.
Transe t rippled sand
A
64%
B
52%
C
56%
D
87%

at sand sparsely olonized densely olonized
2%
33%
1%
1%
46%
1%
17%
26%
1%
13%
0%
0%

BioGeography team served as an informal means of determining the onditions in the water
olumn: an apparent thermo line and good visibility (i.e. low levels of turbidity in the water
olumn). Divers also des ribed seeing several s hools of Atlanti spade sh, Chaetodipterus
faber, at several dive lo ations. Other notable sh ongregations were in and around reef
stru ture on or near the bottom within the blanking distan e of 0.25m so that information is
not onsidered. These latitudinal transe ts were given alphabeti al labels (A { D) that will
be used to identify sampling lo ations.
Figure 2.13 shows the per entage of ea h transe t (A { D) that orresponds to ea h of
the four minor habitat lassi ations. For ease of referen e, Table 2.7 lists the al ulated
habitat omposition for ea h transe t. Transe t D onsists of entirely un onsolidated sediment (both the rippled sand and at sand lassi ations). The three remaining transe ts are
hara terized by ontaining at least one-fourth hard bottom habitat (from a ombination of
both the sparsely olonized and densely olonized habitat types).
Periodi physi al o eanographi data was olle ted via CTD pro les ea h time the ship
arrived at the southernmost easterly and westerly boundaries of the san tuary. An average
of these sea temperature (in degrees Celsius) and salinity values were applied to the hydroaousti survey data (shown in Table 2.3). Meteorologi al data was a quired from NDBC
Station 41008 and urrents were obtained from the SABSOON R2 tower bottom mounted
ADCP.
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Figure 2.12: Cruise tra ks for May 2005 shown in magenta overlaid on the GRNMS habitat
map. Note that ea h latitudinal transe t line has been assigned an alphabeti al label.

Figure 2.13: The May 2005 transe ts hara terized as per entages of habitat types.
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The physi al o eanographi summary for 2005 is in Figure 2.14. The top three graphs all
share the same x-axis, date and time of day expressed in year day and UTC (with 131 being
equal to May 11, 2005). The wind speed (solid line) and dire tion (dotted line) graphs show
that both were highly variable throughout the 24-hour sampling period. Wind speeds ranged
from 0 { 6 m/s, and rotated through all dire tions. The signi ant wave heights begin with
a maximum value of about 0.8 meters and ontinue to gradually de rease throughout the
sampling period indi ating very alm onditions at sea. As expe ted, the graph illustrating
the urrent speed (solid line) and dire tion (dotted line) is typi al of the mixed semi-diurnal
tides found in this region of the SAB. Finally, examination of the CTD pro les show a strong
thermo- and halo line as a result of signi ant freshwater dis harge from the Altamaha River
during this time (see Figure 2.15). Noti e that there is a huge surge of freshwater from the
Altamaha in Mar h/April of 2005 as a result of signi ant rainfall early in the year. By the
time of our sampling, in May, the oastal frontal zone had extended out to the oordinates
of GRNMS (Blanton and Atkinson, 1983), ontributing to the distin t temperature and
salinity pro les olle ted. This gure also marks the times of our O tober 2003 and May 2004
experimental programs for omparison. Examining the Altamaha River volume transport at
these times provides further eviden e supporting the well mixed temperature and salinity
pro les for ea h of those years. Neither 2003 or 2004 data exhibited a strong thermo line or
any remarkable water olumn gradients be ause the river volume transport was relatively
small at these times.
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Figure 2.15: Altamaha River volume transport from O tober 2003 to July 2005 at the U.S.
Geologi al Survey gauging station in Do tortown, GA. The asterisks indi ate our three
sampling programs.

Chapter 3

Size Distribution

D. Van Holliday des ribes, in detail, the varying uses and importan e of target strength
distribution measurements in Foerster (1989). These measurements an be used to determine
the spatial distribution of sh in a geographi al region, water olumn mass, or in relation to
ea h other. It an be used to estimate a variety of properties regarding sh s hools, i.e. the
number of individuals in and the dynami s of the s hool. (Petitgas and Levenez, 1996) used
TS distributions to study the morphology of entire sh s hools in Senegal and found that
the shape of the s hool related to depth in the water olumn and the stages of the diel y le.
Also, TS distributions an be orrelated to the sizes of individual sh and used to estimate
the range of sizes of sh within s hools, and then these estimates an related to biomass
values. Additionally, TS distributions are also used to measure rates of as ent or des ent in
verti ally migrating spe ies, pro le swimming speeds, and assess ertain behavioral patterns
su h as swimbladder in ation/de ation at parti ular times of day. These types of analyses
are important omponents for dis overing how sh and sh s hools vary with spe ies, season,
behavior, food supply, and physi al and hemi al o eanographi properties, all of whi h ould
provide e ologi al insight to the regions in whi h these targets are found.
While there are several studies aimed at isolating the target strength to sh size ratio of
parti ular spe ies (Bertrand and Josse, 2000; Foote et al., 1986; Foote, 1987; Hartman and
Nagy, 2005), this study uses TS as an attempt to quantify a group of sh for a ertain area,
in this ase, the pelagi population within the boundaries of Gray's Reef NMS. A similar
study is that of Gauthier and Horne (2004), who used TS to determine the sizes of forage
sh in Gulf of Alaska and the Bering Sea.
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The target strength distributions were measured to try and gain a perspe tive on the
approximate size of the resident pelagi

sh ommunity at Gray's Reef. It is hoped that this

measurement will provide any predator/prey size separations of the pelagi population as
seen in Kra ker (1999). Sin e there are two distin t groupings of targets as seen in the data,
we assign the term \predators" to sh with target strengths of 60 to 45 dB and \prey" to
those targets with strengths of 78 to 60 dB. These terms, as they apply here, are merely
to di erentiate between the two groups of targets that will be dis ussed in this Chapter,
noting that food web dynami s indi ate that all of these organisms are both predators and
prey at some level of the hierar hy.
Target strength distribution measurements are obtained for entire transe ts at a given
time of day. In order to isolate the size distribution along ea h transe t, the BioSoni s
Digital Analyzer software separated the targets into a ousti al and depth bins a ording to
the parameters listed in Table 2.3. The result is a ontour depi tion of the number of targets
that have a given TS and the verti al depth in the water olumn where they an be lo ated
over the length of a whole transe t.
By examining these ontours, a pi ture of the TS distribution within the san tuary an be
reated. Also, the temporal attributes of the data are investigated. The depth bin resolution
was set to approximately 1.4 meters so as to observe any diel migration hanges or patterns,
whi h an be assessed by omparing all transe t paths repeated within a 24-hour y le. Any
seasonal relationships are de ned by a omparison of the data from O tober 2003 (Fall) to
May 2005 (Spring). Finally, the TS data is analyzed with respe t to the bottom habitat
lassi ations to identify any spatial relationships that may exist.
3.1

O tober 4{6, 2003

Target strength distributions as a fun tion of depth for O tober 2003 are shown in Figure
3.1. Ea h olumn orresponds to the time of day and ea h row orresponds to a di erent
transe t, or latitude. The target strengths are plotted along the x-axis with the lower numbers
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Figure 3.1: Latitudinal and temporal variations in the O tober 2003 target strength data
plotted as a fun tion of depth. Zero (\0") represents the surfa e of the water olumn.
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on the left representing the smaller organisms and depth is along the y-axis. The 0 m depth
orresponds to the o ean surfa e. The olor ontours orrespond to the number of sh having
a parti ular target strength at a parti ular depth and the intervals are [10, 50, 100, 200, 300,
400, 600, 800, and 1000℄ sh. The 600- ount ontour is the highest density ontour ommon
to all of the graphs, and is represented by yellow. First, ea h transe t will be evaluated
for how it hanges throughout a 24-hour diel y le. Next, the general hara teristi s of the
600- ount ontour are extra ted for further temporal analysis. Then, all of this information
is visually ompared to the habitat data to determine any spatial trends.
The southernmost transe t, A, whi h a ording to Figure 2.5 is dominated by rippled
sand (70%) and sparsely olonized live bottom (29%), shows that there are more of the
smaller sh present at dawn as ompared to dusk by virtue of the existen e of the 800- ount
ontour in orange. Examination of the 600- ount and smaller ontours reveal that these sh
are more on entrated in the upper water olumn at dawn than they are at dusk where the
sh be ome more spread out through the water olumn. The dawn graph for transe t A
additionally shows some larger-sized sh ( 60 to

50 dB target strengths) deeper in the

water olumn than at dusk where it is more spread verti ally.
Moving north to transe t B, whi h is omposed of 55.25% rippled sand, 35% sparsely
olonized, 8.25% at sand, and 1.5% densely olonized habitat, we have the advantage of
having aptured an entire diel y le for this transe t. Looking stri tly at the 600- ount
ontour (yellow), this data appears more on entrated in the upper water olumn during
the midnight/dawn times and more spread out and lower in the water olumn during the
midday/dusk times. Sin e there are higher- ount ontours present at midnight and dawn,
there are therefore more sh in the upper water olumn at these times. In general, larger
sh are deeper in the water olumn with smaller sh in the upper water olumn ex ept at
midday and dusk when larger sh (up to 50 dB) are between 5{10 meters.
Transe t C is right in the middle of Gray's Reef, with 52% sparsely olonized, 40% rippled
sand, 7% at sand, and 1% densely olonized habitat, and was also sampled during all four
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segments of our diel y le. Here again, the 600- ount ontour is more on entrated in the
upper water olumn at midnight/dawn than it is at midday/dusk. More larger sh an be
seen higher in the water olumn (5{10 meter depth) at midday and dusk and lower in the
water olumn at midnight/dawn, as was also seen at transe t B. Here, it is interesting to
see that the numbers of sh present in the water olumn are higher at midnight and midday
than at dawn and dusk.
Heading northward to transe t D where it is dominated by rippled sand (89%) and only
ontains 7% at sand, 3% sparsely olonized, and 1% densely olonized habitat, it is lear
that the 600- ount ontour is on e again on entrated in the upper water olumn at midnight
and spreads out verti ally as the day progresses. The 60 to 50 dB sh are seen below 10
meters at midnight and dusk, and they are evident above 10 meters only at midday. Along
transe t D, the numbers of sh a tually u tuate throughout the day | de reasing from
midnight to midday and then in reasing again during dusk (based on the presen e and size
of the higher level ontours).
Finally, the northernmost transe t, E , with 90% rippled sand and 10% at sand, also
shows the pattern of the 600- ount ontour being on entrated in the upper water olumn at
midnight and spreading throughout the water olumn as midday and dusk approa hes. The
larger sh ongregating in the mid-water olumn at midday are here as well, just as in the
other three previous transe ts for whi h there is midday data. By dusk and then midnight,
these large targets seem more asso iated with the bottom, a trend that an be pi ked out
from transe ts B { D as well.
Examining this data as a whole, it an be said that regardless of habitat type, the larger
sh presumably move up into the water olumn at midday and by dusk some of these sh have
presumably moved ba k down. The smaller targets tend to ongregate nearer the surfa e for
midnight and dawn. At midday these targets have moved down into the mid-water olumn,
and they are the most verti ally distributed at dusk. Also, the large quantity of smaller sized
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targets that tend to be present from midnight to dawn in transe ts A { C, de rease during
the afternoon and evening, but for transe ts D and E the numbers of sh don't seem to vary.
To further examine the hanges in the 600- ount ontour for 2003's target strength distribution, the enter of mass for ea h 600- ount ontour was al ulated as a mean of the
target strengths (x-axis) and a mean of the depths (y-axis) for ea h time. The resulting
oordinates give a entroid for the 600- ount ontour at all time and lo ations. The verti al
hanges of these entroids are shown in the top graph of Figure 3.2, and the orresponding
target strengths for these entroids are shown in the bottom graph.
In the top graph, a fairly representative pattern of diel verti al migration an be seen in
the depth hanges of these entroids. For ea h transe t, follow the data markers in time from
midnight (the asterisks) through to dusk (the triangles). The pattern begins at a depth of
about 7{8 meters at midnight and dawn (where available). Then at midday the organisms
have moved down to about a ten meter depth, and dusk nds them reeping ba k up into
the water olumn, indi ated by a verti al separation of 2{3m. An anomaly in this pattern
exists for transe t A. In transe t A, there is only data available at dawn and dusk, and
the 600- ount entroids are lo ated at approximately the same depth. During midnight and
dawn we would expe t organisms to be nearer the surfa e, as seen. However, the information
for dusk here is not onsistent with the dusk values of the other four transe ts. This ould
be due to the fa t that the dusk time segment for transe t A was derived from an average
of two passes. The rst pass o urred between 20:19 and 21:17 EDT, where the se ond pass
o urred from 15:31 to 16:30 EDT the following day. Both of these passes were de ned as
belonging to the dusk time segment, although the rst pass slightly overlaps midnight by
our de nition. The target strength distribution graphs of ea h of these passes shows that the
rst pass looks more similar to the dusk graphs for transe ts D and E and the se ond pass
more losely resembles the images at midday for transe ts B { E.
The bottom graph of Figure 3.2, shows the entroid target strength as a fun tion of
transe t. This des ribes the target strength values for the greatest number of sh present
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Figure 3.2: Markers indi ate the depth and target strength for the entroid of the 600- ount
ontour as a fun tion of transe t for O tober 2003. The 600- ount entroid was the highest
ount ontour that is ommon throughout the dataset.
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in the water olumn (represented by the 600- ount ontour). All of these targets have TS
values between 72 and 69 dB, a small variation, with the majority of sh having target
strengths of

71 dB. Note that regardless of transe t or time of day, this target strength

remained representative of the greatest number of sh found in the water olumn.
To onsider the spatial analysis of these data, all of the above information was ompared
against the asso iated habitat omposition. Refer ba k to Figure 2.5 and Table 2.4 for the
per entages of habitat for ea h of these transe ts. If we examine the dusk time point for all
transe ts in Figure 3.1, it an be seen that the larger sh are higher up into the water olumn
in areas where there is reef stru ture present (as in transe ts A { C). Transe t C, however,
ontains the most larger sh, highest in the water olumn during this time, and it happens
to be the transe t with the highest per entage of hard bottom habitats. The type of habitat
on the o ean oor does not seem to e e t the target strength distribution found above it.
For example, transe t E does not ontain any reef stru ture, while transe t D ontains the
least amount of reef stru ture out of the four remaining transe ts, meaning that those larger
sh seen near the bottom here are more over sand habitats at all times than the larger sh
seen in the remaining transe ts. Note also that there are generally more sh overall in the
day at these two transe ts than at any of the other three.
To summarize, the reef stru ture does not appear to in uen e the diel migration patterns
as dis ussed previously. The same trend of verti al separation in the water olumn an be
seen at transe t E as an at the other four. This is reinfor ed by the data shown in the upper
graph of Figure 3.2 in that there is a general pattern of diel migration within the 600- ount
entroids among all transe ts. Interestingly, by examining these 600- ount entroids further,
there is a tenden y in all of the data points at transe t C to be about 1 m lower in the water
olumn than the data points in the other four transe ts. This ould be a result of habitat
in uen e in that transe t C has the highest per entage of reef out of the transe ts A { D
and E ontains no reef stru ture. This phenomenon ould indi ate the feeding habits of these
targets. Fish that onsume reef-asso iated invertebrates would need to remain loser to the
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reef stru ture below. Likewise, sh that feed primarily on pelagi phyto- and zooplankton
would venture further up into the water olumn in sear h of their prey.
3.2

May 12{13, 2004

The target strength distribution as a fun tion of depth for May 2004 is shown in Figure
3.3 where olor represents the number of sh and the ontour intervals are [10, 50, 100,
200, 300, 400, 600, 800, and 1000℄ sh. For this dataset all TS measurements are relative
as no alibration data is available that an orre t the transdu er sour e (SL) and re eiver
(RL) levels. As a result, absolute TS values are meaningless and only relative hanges are of
signi an e. For 2004, the transe ts ran longitudinally as a fun tion of time. Ea h olumn
orresponds to a time segment and ea h row orresponds to a di erent transe t, or longitude.
The x-axes are all relative target strength, and all y-axes indi ate depth. In all graphs, the 0
m depth is the surfa e of the water olumn. The olor ontours give the relative number of
sh for the di erent target strength ranges. The 1000- ount ontour is the highest density
ontour ommon to all of the graphs, and is represented by red. Ea h transe t will be rst
evaluated individually for how it hanges throughout a 24-hour diel y le, listed from the
most western (A) to the most eastern (E). Next, the general hara teristi s of the 1000- ount
ontour are extra ted for further temporal analysis. Then, all of this information is ompared
to the habitat data to determine any spatial trends.
The westernmost transe t, A, a ording to Figure 2.9, ontains 67% rippled sand, 23%
at sand, and 10% sparsely olonized habitat. It was sampled during dawn and midday.
There is indi ation of larger sh at midday near the bottom. Examining the 1000- ount
ontour (in red) shows that it ould be more elongated at midday than at dawn, indi ating
organisms spread more throughout the water olumn at this time.
Transe t B is almost evenly divided between the un onsolidated sediment (45% rippled
sand/4% at sand) and olonized habitat (49% sparsely olonized/2% densely olonized).
There are more larger targets present at midnight in the mid water olumn than at dusk,
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Figure 3.3: Longitudinal and temporal variations in the May 2004 target strength data
plotted as a fun tion of depth. Zero (\0") represents the surfa e of the water olumn.
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with sh be oming more on entrated in the lower water olumn as midnight be omes dawn.
The smaller targets seem to de rease in numbers between dawn and dusk.
Transe t C is a sli e right through the middle of the san tuary, and has 59% sparsely
olonized, 36.5% rippled sand, 3% densely olonized, and 1.5% at sand habitat. Transe t C
is the only lo ation this year where all four time intervals were sampled. Again, there seems
to be more of the larger sh present at midnight than at other times of day on entrated
below the ten meter (mid-water) depth. Examination of the 1000- ount ontour indi ates
that the small sh seem to be more on entrated together at dusk than they are at any other
time. Also, the size of this ontour tends to de rease from midnight through to dusk.
The next transe t, D, onsists of 68.5% rippled sand, 29% sparsely olonized, 2% densely
olonized, and 0.5% of the at sand habitat. Transe t D also shows larger sh during midnight
in the lower water olumn. By dusk, these larger targets o ur lower in the water olumn.
The smaller sh are both more numerous and more spread out at dusk than they are at
midnight.
Finally, transe t E, the easternmost transe t, is mainly omposed of rippled sand (71%).
The sparsely olonized habitat makes up 23.5%, while at sand is 4%, and the densely
olonized habitat measures 1.5%. This transe t was only sampled during the midnight timeframe so any diel hanges o urring over a 24-hour period annot be dis ussed. However,
omparing this information to the other three transe ts sampled at midnight, this data
appears onsistent in that there are larger targets present, in the lower half of the water
olumn.
In several of these graphs, and in parti ular along transe t D, there are signals of, what
appear to be, a group of a few larger sized sh at depths dire tly beneath the transdu er.
This information will ultimately be ignored due to the fa t that it may not be representative
of sh at all, but rather interferen e from bubbles reated by wave a tion and the thrusters
of the NOAA Ship Nan y Foster.
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Looking at all of the target strength distribution data, it an be said that the larger sh
(from 60 to 40 dB) tend to range from the lower to the mid water olumn at midnight and
are restri ted to the lower water olumn at other times of the day. The smaller sized targets
tend to generally remain well distributed verti ally with equal numbers, the only obvious
ex eption being in transe t C at dusk. This phenomenon ould be attributed to well-mixed
water olumn onditions (see Figure 2.11). Re all that the EMS te hnique of determining
target strengths assumes that the sh are uniformly distributed in the sample volume but
in pra ti e this is not always so and an introdu e errors in the absolute TS values.
Further analysis of the 1000- ount ontour for 2004 is shown in Figure 3.4. The enter of
mass for ea h 1000- ount ontour was al ulated from the mean depths and target strengths
for ea h time segment and transe t. The top graph plots these entroids as a fun tion of depth
and transe t (longitude) for ea h time of day. The bottom graph represents the orresponding
target strengths for these entroids of the 1000- ount ontour.
The top graph shows a pattern of diel verti al migration that an be pi ked out from the
1000- ount entroid hanges with depth, although it is not as apparent as in the data from
2003. Transe ts B to E orroborate the expe ted diel pattern, in that at midnight the sh
are 2{3 meters loser to the surfa e than at midday and dusk. In transe ts A and B however,
the dawn values are lower in the water olumn than the mean midnight values, and lower
than dawn during transe t C. Also the data shows that for transe ts A and B midday and
dusk values are higher than dawn values. For transe t C, while we would expe t the dusk
value to be higher than the midday value, it is odd that it is also higher than the midnight
and dawn values.
The entroid target strength as a fun tion of transe t graph (bottom), represents the
target strength values for the greatest number of sh present in the water olumn, whi h are
represented by the 1000- ount ontour in 2004. All of these targets have TS values between
75 and 72 dB. Target strength variations of about 3 dB are onsistent with the O tober
2003 observations and the mean o set in May 2004 orresponds to the la k of alibration
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Figure 3.4: Markers indi ate the depth and target strength for the entroid of the 1000- ount
ontour as a fun tion of transe t for May 2004. The 1000- ount entroid was the highest ount
ontour that is ommon throughout the dataset.
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data for this year. On e again, regardless of transe t or time of day, this small target strength
range remained representative of the greatest number of sh found in the water olumn.
Re all the habitat omposition for ea h transe t in Figure 2.9 and Table 2.6. All these
transe ts ontain the sparsely olonized reef habitat, and all transe ts | ex ept A | ontain
some fra tion of the densely olonized reef habitat. There appears to be more of a presen e
(higher numbers) of larger size sh that are onsistent over transe ts B, C, and D throughout
the lower water olumn at midnight. The same observation an be made in relation to the
overall size distributions, in that there are more sh of more sizes over transe ts B, C, and
D while transe t A has the smallest size distribution in that the ontour lines span a smaller
range of target strengths. This smaller size distribution ould be due to the la k of the
densely olonized habitat in this transe t.
In summary, during the entire experimental program, the larger targets tend to remain
lower in the water olumn, venturing into shallower waters only at midnight. For the population of smaller targets, represented by the 1000- ount entroids, these are generally more
spread throughout the water olumn at all times of day within those transe ts that ontain some presen e of densely olonized reef stru ture (B through D) as ompared to their
ounterparts within transe t A whi h has no densely olonized habitat. This suggests that
the larger organisms measured here have a stronger asso iation to the bottom habitat than
smaller organisms do.
3.3

May 11{12, 2005

Figure 3.5 outlines the target strength distribution data during May 2005 as a fun tion
of depth and time taken along latitudinal transe ts. Ea h olumn orresponds to a time
period within the 24-hour diel y le and ea h row orresponds to a di erent transe t, or
latitude. The x-axes are all target strength, with lower numbers on the left representing the
smaller organisms. The y-axes indi ate depth. For these graphs, the 0 m depth is the o ean's
surfa e. The olor ontours give the number of sh having a given target strength at a given
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Figure 3.5: Latitudinal and temporal variations in the May 2005 target strength data plotted
as a fun tion of depth. Zero (\0") represents the surfa e of the water olumn.
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depth where the ontour intervals are [10, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, and 1000℄ sh.
The 800- ount ontour is the highest density ontour ommon to all of the graphs, and is
represented by orange. Ea h of these transe ts will be independently dis ussed for how it
hanges throughout a 24-hour diel y le. Then, the general hara teristi s of the 800- ount
ontour are extra ted for further temporal analysis. Lastly, all of this information is ompared
to the habitat data to determine any spatial trends.
This year, transe t A was again the southernmost transe t, with 64% rippled sand, 33%
sparsely olonized, 2% at sand, and 1% densely olonized habitat. Only dawn and dusk are
represented. Here, the size distribution and the number of targets are very similar with the
majority of sh having sizes from 78 to 60 dB. Also during dawn, the graph indi ates a
few larger sized sh spread along the upper limit of the water olumn but we negle t them
as they ould be related to indire t ship e e ts.
For transe t B, there is 52% rippled sand, 46% sparsely olonized, and 1% of both the
at sand and densely olonized habitats. At midnight and dawn, the TS distributions appear
very similar to one another in that they dete t larger sh ( 60 to 40 dB) throughout the
sampled water olumn. Those larger sh disappear from the distribution later in the day at
dusk. The smaller sized sh ( 78 to 60 dB) are greater in numbers and are generally more
on entrated in the lower water olumn.
At an approximate latitude of 31Æ 240 N, transe t C uts right through what GRNMS
personnel refer to as the \highly populated ledge" area of the san tuary. Ship-based and
aerial surveys of re reational shermen in Gray's Reef show an astonishing on entration of
e orts along this latitude (G. M Fall, personal ommuni ation 2007), whi h was one reason
why this area was hosen for our survey. The habitat here onsists of 56% rippled sand, 26%
sparsely olonized, 17% at sand, and 1% densely olonized habitat. Again, midnight and
dawn show similar target strength distributions with all sizes of sh on entrated nearer the
bottom. The di eren e between them is that the small sh be ome more on entrated into
the lower water olumn at dawn ompared to midnight. Moving through to midday shows an
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in rease in the number of smaller targets (larger 1000- ount ontour, red), and a omplete
absen e of the larger targets that were present at the other times of day.
Finally, the northernmost transe t for 2005 is D, ontaining just un onsolidated sediment
(87% rippled sand and 13% at sand). Only midnight and midday were sampled here. More
large sh are present and spread throughout the water olumn at midnight than at midday
and the smaller sized targets in rease in numbers at midday.
Overall, the 800- ount ontours are fairly elongated (as seen in 2004 as well), indi ating a
on entration of smaller targets that are spread verti ally in the lower water olumn (ex ept
transe t C at dawn). Of note is that all of the distributions tend to be on entrated to the
lower portion of the water olumn. A fa t that is likely a result of the strong thermo line
present during data olle tion (refer ba k to Figure 2.14). This is more apparent upon loser
examination of the hanges in the 800- ount entroid with depth.
Figure 3.6 shows the al ulated enters of mass for ea h 800- ount ontour plotted as a
fun tion of transe t (latitude) for depth and target strength. The top graph shows the verti al
distribution of these entroids in the water olumn, while the bottom graph illustrates the
orresponding target strengths of these points.
Upon examination of the top graph, the hanges in depth for these 800- ount entroids
is very small (on the order of 1 m) and thus no verti al migration is dete ted. Also, note
that there are no points shallower than 12 m possibly due to the established thermo line at
9 m depth (Figure 2.14).
In the bottom graph, the target strength values for the greatest number of sh range
between

72 and

70 dB. The variation of less than 2 dB are of the same order as the

variations from 2003 and 2004. However, it is lear that the data is mu h tighter in 2005, a
fa t that ould be ontributed to the higher transmit frequen y and ontrolled environment
alibration of the equipment used this year. The average target strength of 71 dB is onsistent with the data olle ted in O tober 2003. On e again, regardless of lo ation or time
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Figure 3.6: Markers indi ate the depth and target strength for the entroid of the 800- ount
ontour as a fun tion of transe t for May 2005. The 800- ount entroid was the highest ount
ontour that is ommon throughout the dataset.
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of day, this target strength value remained representative of the greatest number of sh in
the water olumn.
For the spatial omparison, re all that Figure 2.13 shows the habitat omposition of
ea h of these transe ts and Table 2.7 lists the omposition per entages. It would seem that
the presen e of olonized reef habitat does not a e t the numbers of targets or their size
distribution. Transe t D ontains no olonized reef habitat and it's trends are similar to the
other three transe ts that do. Of these transe ts that ontain olonized reef habitat, all three
ontain about 1% of the densely olonized habitat, yet varying per entages of the sparsely
olonized habitat. Transe ts A and B have larger per entages of sparsely olonized reef than
C. Interestingly, these two transe ts also generally have larger 1000- ount ontours than C.
3.4

Seasonal Variations

Comparing the TS distribution data from 2003 and 2005 provides an interpretation of seasonal hanges. In 2003, there appear to be more numbers of targets of all sizes in the upper
layers of the water olumn at all times of day in every transe t, whereas for 2005, there are
more in the lower layer. This is thought to be due to the distin t thermo line seen in 2005
as eviden ed by the data in Figure 2.14.
The highest number of targets overall (represented by the 600- ount ontour in 2003 and
the 800- ount ontour in 2005) always orresponded to target strengths between 72 to 69
dB. Further, the fa t that the highest- ount ontour in 2003 was 600, and in 2005 it was
800, indi ates that there were more of these sh present overall in the Spring as ompared
to the Fall. These highest- ount ontours also provided eviden e of obvious diel migration in
O tober 2003 ompared to none in May 2005. This again, is seen to be attributable to the
thermo line in 2005 at an approximate 9 m depth.
By examining the larger pelagi

sh, represented by the TS range of 65 to 45 dB, this

same pattern an be seen. There are fewer of these

65 to 45 dB sh in the Fall than in

the Spring a ross all times and lo ations. Also, both the smaller targets ( 75 to 65 dB)
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and the larger targets ( 65 to 45 dB) are more verti ally ompressed in the water olumn
during the Fall. In Spring, both size groups of sh are widely spread verti ally throughout
the water olumn, limited only by the presen e of the thermo line at about 9 m. It is worth
noting that although the results from May 2004 are not omparable in the sense that the
instrumentation was not alibrated, the same general pattern of wide verti al distribution
was seen in this year as well.
Also, note that Figure 2.1 shows that there is approximately two more hours of daylight in
May versus O tober. This fa t ould seemingly a e t TS distribution in that those organisms
that spend the daylight hours at depth, would be near the surfa e of the water for a shorter
period of time in May as ompared to O tober. However, any su h in uen e is undete table
within this dataset sin e the dawn and dusk time segments omprise a six-hour blo k of time
where sunrise and sunset for both the Fall and the Spring fall in the middle of the segment.
To determine if the longer period of daylight does a e t the TS distribution, the data ould
be re-grouped a ording to daylight hours versus non-daylight hours and re-pro essed, a task
that is beyond the s ope of this thesis to do so.
Eviden e of spatial relationships is in on lusive. In 2003, a tenden y seen in the 600ount entroid data points ould suggest a habitat in uen e, whi h in turn, ould indi ate
the feeding habits of these targets. However, in 2005, all 800- ount entroid data points are
within the 13{15 m depth, so if any habitat in uen e does exist, it was muted this year by
the presen e of the thermo line.
It seems likely that the presen e of olonized reef habitat does not a e t the numbers of
these pelagi targets or their size distribution. As seen in both years, the TS range en ompassed the same dB levels. What is more likely a e ting the amount of targets present in
the water olumn is the physi al o eanographi parameters that de ne the seasons and time
of day. What in uen e habitat may have would only extend to verti al proximity between
the habitat and the pelagi

sh above it, and again that would only a e t those sh spe ies

that asso iate with the reef stru ture for parti ular lifestyle bene ts.

Chapter 4

Fish Abundan e

Measurements of abundan e provide information on how many organisms exist within a
given geographi al or volumetri lo ation. This, in turn, an be used in onjun tion with TS
measurements to assess the biomass of populations of targets (Mason et al., 2005), whi h
is of vital importan e to sheries and e osystem management proto ols. Also, abundan e
measurements an be used to examine the life histories [i.e. larval re ruitment (Collins and
Stender, 1987; Forward et al., 1999) or mortality rates (Toresen et al., 1998)℄ of ertain
e onomi ally important spe ies of sh. In addition, these data an help to esh out potential
predator-prey dynami s (Mason et al., 2005).
The abundan e data olle ted during all sampling programs fun tion as a measurement
of parti le density in order to attempt to distinguish both temporal and spatial patterns for
the pelagi

sh in GRNMS. Similar analysis was performed by Ornellas and Coutinho (1998)

in Brazil by determining lo al tropi al sh preferen e for parti ular habitat via abundan e
measurements.
The FPCM, de ned by equation 2.6, is sampled along entire transe ts in horizontal
in rements averaging 234 meters for given times of day. BioSoni s Digital Analyzer software
separated the targets into horizontal and depth bins a ording to the parameters listed in
Table 2.3. Again, the verti al bin size was about 1.4 meters, yet for the abundan e measurements, the information is depth integrated a ording to the \surfa e" versus the \bottom" of
the water olumn. The result is a series of urves des ribing the parti le sh density present
at parti ular oordinates along a transe t for ea h time of day at both the \surfa e" and the
\bottom" water olumn depths.
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These urves generate an image of the density of sh throughout Gray's Reef and where
within the reef they are lo ated. The diel attributes are investigated by utilizing the depthintegrated data of the \surfa e" versus the \bottom" to determine diel hanges in the FPCM
when omparing data from like transe ts. Seasonal trends, if they exist, are de ned by a
omparison of the FPCM data from O tober 2003 (Fall) to May 2005 (Spring). Finally, the
abundan e data is ompared to the bottom habitat lassi ations to identify any spatial
relationships that may exist.
4.1

O tober 4{6, 2003

Figure 4.1 shows the FPCM plotted on a logarithmi s ale and separated into \surfa e" (left
olumn) and \bottom" (right olumn) layers for O tober 2003 all as a fun tion of longitude
(x-axis), latitude (transe ts A { E), and time of day (midnight, dawn, midday, dusk). As
the blanking distan e was 1.99m (for 12 passes) and 0.5m (for 9 passes), orresponding to
starting depths of 2.99m and 1.5m respe tively, we de ned the surfa e layer starting at an
average depth of 2.35m with a standard deviation of 0.76m. The FPCM for the top ve strata
having a size of approximately 1.4m were summed to give the abundan e for the surfa e layer
that extends to an average depth of 9.440:65m. The lower layer en ompassed from six to
nine strata depending on the bottom topography and as su h the lower layer ranged from
an average depth of 9.440:65m to 19.600:96m. (An approximately 10m thi kness versus
a 7m thi kness for the surfa e.) This layering was hosen to separate the extent of the diel
migration observed in the TS distribution dis ussed in Chapter 3. Ea h time segment is
ompared for horizontal and verti al variations. It is the general trend of the baseline, where
a uniform distribution an be seen, that is onsidered rst in order to determine where the
majority of the sh are lo ated (at the \surfa e" versus the \bottom"). The obvious peaks
that o ur are lo ation spe i

and will be dis ussed afterwards. Then the results presented

below will be ompared to the asso iated habitat lassi ations to determine if any spatial
relationships exist.
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October 2003
Depth Integrated FPCM Analysis
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Figure 4.1: FPCM data separated into surfa e (left) and bottom (right) layers all as a fun tion
of longitude, latitude, and time of day during O tober 2003.
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In transe t A, only dawn and dusk are examined. In both time intervals, the FPCM have
the same order of magnitude, but there are more sh in the surfa e layer than there are
in the bottom layer. Transe ts B and C were both sampled at all four time segments. At
midnight, dawn and dusk in both B and C, there are more uniformly distributed sh present
in the \surfa e" than in the \bottom". At midday, both transe ts B and C show about
the same, or slightly less, sh present in the \surfa e" than in the \bottom". For transe ts
D and E, the midnight, midday and dusk time segments were sampled. For midnight and
dusk, there are more sh in the upper layer of the water olumn than in the lower layer. For
midday, in both transe ts, there are more sh present in the lower layer than in the upper
layer. By examining only the surfa e layer data (left olumn) a lear in rease in FPCM an
be seen going from midday to midnight within all transe ts where these two time intervals
are sampled. This provides further eviden e of a diel y le that is onsistent with the target
strength distribution.
In general, there are more spatially uniformly distributed sh per ubi meter at the
\surfa e" than at the \bottom" ex ept for all transe ts sampled at midday. Compare this
information to what we see in the target strength distribution graphs in Figure 3.1. Drawing
a line a ross all of these graphs at the point at whi h we di erentiated between the \surfa e"
and the \bottom" (9.440:65m) shown in Figure 4.1, results in there being more sh present
in the upper layer of the water olumn than in the lower layer at all times of day ex ept
midday where the trend is reversed.
Finally, there are several obvious peaks in the FPCM data within every transe t, with
the majority o urring in the \bottom" half of the water olumn. It is important to reiterate
that all of the data les were meti ulously s rutinized to ensure that the bottom was \seen"
along the entire transe t. This fa t provides on den e that the peaks seen in the lower water
olumn are genuinely due to the presen e of higher numbers of sh, and not e ho integration
through the bottom. Thus, this seems to indi ate that sh are more on entrated together
in pat hes in the lower water olumn than in the upper water olumn. Of these o urren es,
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the most profound peaks are in transe ts B and C whi h also happen to ontain the most
sparsely olonized and densely olonized reef habitat (refer ba k to Figure 2.5 for the habitat
omposition of ea h of these transe ts). Also of interest is that transe t D has higher sh per
ubi meter peaks during dusk than transe t A at the same time interval. Transe t A has
more sparsely olonized reef habitat while D has more densely olonized reef habitat albeit
by only 0.5%. By examining where these peaks fall out along the transe ts, and omparing
those longitudes to that of the habitat map (Figure 2.4), it is not ne essarily so that these
areas of high sh ounts per ubi meter are asso iated with reef stru ture. For example,
only one of the peaks present in transe t A is over an area of sparsely olonized habitat.
Also, transe t E displays a few notable peaks and there is no olonized habitat present at
this latitude. However, the largest peaks in transe ts C and D are at longitudes asso iated
with sparsely olonized habitat and within the area GRNMS personnel refer to as the \highly
populated ledge" of the san tuary.
Figure 4.2 shows a version of the abundan e data that is plotted as the base 10 logarithm
of FPCM as a fun tion of habitat type for the surfa e layer (2.35 to 9.440:65m) of the
water olumn. The log 10 transformation was performed on the y-axis simply to allow all
data to be represented aestheti ally. The bars represent the median FPCM value measured
at ea h habitat type at ea h time of day. These were al ulated so as to get a representation
of what the most ommonly observed numbers of targets are. The open ir les are the mean
FPCM values and while the mean is not ne essarily representative of the data in this ase, it
does allow for the in lusion of ex eedingly high, \outlier" values that ould provide eviden e
of an asso iation between the abundan e and the habitat type. Finally, the verti al lines
indi ate the standard deviations for those means. Time of day is represented by the olumns
and the rows indi ate transe t lo ation (latitude).
Based on these graphs, presen e of hard bottom habitat has little to do with the abundan e of sh in the water olumn above it. Transe t C, whi h ontains the most hard bottom
habitat, does not display median or mean FPCM values that are greater than any of the
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Figure 4.2: The log10 transformation of the FPCM data plotted versus habitat type for the
surfa e layer of the water olumn during O tober 2003 all as a fun tion of time and latitude.
Habitat type abbreviations are: rs|rippled sand, fs| at sand, s |sparsely olonized, and
d |densely olonized.
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other transe ts. If the FPCM values were to be multiplied by their orresponding volume
of water that is over any of the at sand, rippled sand, or sparsely olonized habitats, the
answer would yield a greater number of sh for ea h of those habitats as ompared to the
FPCM multiplied by the volume over densely olonized habitat. Further, transe t E whi h
ontains no reef stru ture at all, has omparable median and mean values to the other transe ts at all times of day. The only noteworthy item is that at midday all habitat types show
less sh.
Figure 4.3 shows the base 10 logarithm of the FPCM data for bottom layer of the water
olumn as a fun tion of habitat type. The bars are the median FPCM values, the open ir les
are the means, and the verti al lines are the standard deviations for those means. Time of
day is along the olumns and the rows represent transe t lo ation (latitude).
While the median values remain largely un hanged, there are drasti variations in the
means and standard deviations in transe ts that ontain the largest amount of olonized
hard bottom (B { D). This suggests that at depth, pelagi organisms are more asso iated
with the type of benthi habitat below them, or, are more distributed in pat hes, than their
ounterparts near the surfa e. However, examining the results presented for transe ts A and
E dispute that on lusion. Transe t A ontains approximately 26% hard bottom habitat
while transe t E ontains none and the magnitudes of the medians, means, and standard
deviations at all times of day are similar. Or, this an be eviden e that it is the densely
olonized reef habitat that instills more of an in uen e on the organisms over the sparsely
olonized habitat. Transe ts B { D all ontain more of the densely olonized reef than transe t
A, and the higher means and standard deviations ould be a re e tion of this in uen e.
4.2

May 12{13, 2004

The FPCM analyses for May 2004 is shown in Figure 4.4 plotted on a logarithmi s ale and
separated into \surfa e" (upper row) and \bottom" (lower row) layers all as a fun tion of
latitude (y-axis), longitude (transe ts A { E), and time of day (midnight, dawn, midday,
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Figure 4.3: The log10 transformation of FPCM data plotted versus habitat type for the
bottom layer (9.440:65m to 19.600:96m) of the water olumn during O tober 2003 all as
a fun tion of time and latitude. Habitat type abbreviations are: rs|rippled sand, fs| at
sand, s |sparsely olonized, and d |densely olonized.
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May 2004
Depth Integrated FPCM Analysis
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Figure 4.4: FPCM data separated into surfa e (upper) and bottom (lower) layers all as a
fun tion of latitude, longitude, and time of day during May 2004.
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dusk). This year, our blanking distan e remained onstant at 0.5m throughout the survey
resulting in a uniform starting distan e of 3.76m below the o ean surfa e. The surfa e layer
onsisted of the rst ve strata ea h with a size of approximately 1.4m and thus extending
to a depth of 10.93m. The FPCM in these strata were summed to give the total abundan e
for the surfa e layer. The lower layer en ompassed from ve to seven strata depending on
the bottom topography and as su h the lower layer ranged from 10.93m to an average
depth of 18.931:22m. Note that these measurements are relative as the ba ks attering
ross se tion (BS ) obtained by the target strength al ulations, and used in equation (2.6),
is not absolute. For these graphs, ea h time segment is rst ompared for horizontal and
verti al variations relative to a uniform baseline. Then the peak events that deviate from the
uniform distribution will be dis ussed. Finally, these results will be ompared to the habitat
lassi ation data for the spatial analyses.
At dawn, the westernmost transe t, A, had more sh per ubi meter in the \surfa e" than
in the \bottom", while at midday the number of sh in both layers are approximately the
same. For dusk, transe t B also shows similar numbers of sh in both layers, yet for midnight
and dawn the sh are more uniformly distributed along this transe t in the \surfa e" than in
the \bottom". In 2004, transe t C was the only sli e through the san tuary that was sampled
at all four time segments. For all times relatively more sh were present in the \surfa e"
than in the \bottom". For midday at transe t C, the general baseline in both the \surfa e"
and the \bottom" of the sample volume are of the same order of magnitude. However, at
the \surfa e", the sh are uniformly distributed whereas the \bottom", shows isolated peaks
of FPCM alluding to s hooling or pat hiness. At both midnight and dusk in transe t D, we
again see the lower baseline trend in the \bottom" and more enhan ed numbers of sh in
isolated lo ations. Transe t E was only sampled on e during the midnight time frame. In
this graph we again see fewer targets unevenly distributed in the lower layer of the water
olumn and evenly distributed in the upper water olumn. Overall, more sh ongregate
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in the upper layer with a somewhat uniform distribution ompared to in the lower water
olumn at all times of day.
Comparing this information to the target strength distribution data presented in Figure
3.3 suggests that these results are in onsistent with what is shown there. Seventy- ve per ent
of the target strength distribution graphs indi ate more numbers of sh in the \bottom" layer
when a line is drawn a ross ea h graph at the point where the \surfa e" is di erentiated
from the \bottom". However, while the FPCM data presented in this hapter shows a higher
baseline number in the upper layer of the water olumn, the distribution of these sh is
more uniform when ompared to the pat hy distribution of sh in the \bottom" layer. These
pat hes ontain signi ant numbers of sh whi h sheds light on the fa t that the target
strength distribution data indi ates more sh in the \bottom".
Re all that transe ts in this sample year ran longitudinally (Figure 2.8) with all ve of
these transe ts ontaining some per entage of the sparsely olonized reef habitat (refer to
the habitat omposition of Figure 2.9). In Figure 4.4 all transe ts ontain peaks at various
latitudes that are more robust in the \bottom" layer of our sampled volume suggesting a
stronger asso iation with the bottom type present. Upon examination of the latitudes at
whi h these peaks o ur, it is shown that not all of these orrespond to lo ations where
there is olonized reef below. Some of the in reases in sh per ubi meter o ur over areas
of sand, like in transe t A at 31Æ 220 N and 31Æ 250 N. Also transe t D shows peaks in the
surfa e layer over sandy bottom at 31Æ 250 N. All other peaks are at latitudes where the
sparsely olonized reef habitat is present on the substrate below. Of interest is the latitude
31Æ 240 N for transe ts C and D where a well-de ned ledge o urs transitioning between
sandy to olonized habitat. This area is within a \highly populated"/\well shed" ledge
that san tuary personnel are most interested in. In these two transe ts there are marked
peaks at most times of day in the vi inity of this latitude. This would seem to further
support ane dotal eviden e that this region of Gray's Reef fosters a greater abundan e of
marine life.
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Figure 4.5 shows the log10 transformation of FPCM plotted as a fun tion habitat type
for the surfa e layer (3.76 to 10.93m) of the water olumn. The log 10 transformation was
performed on the y-axis simply to allow all data to be represented aestheti ally. The bars
represent the median FPCM measured at ea h habitat type at ea h time of day. The open
ir les are the mean FPCM values and the verti al lines indi ate the standard deviations
for the means. Ea h time segment of the day is represented by a olumn and ea h row is a
longitudinal transe t.
There appears to be no onsistent asso iation between the abundan e of sh in the surfa e
layer of the water olumn and the habitat below. All transe ts ontain some per entage of
hard bottom habitat, with transe t C having the most. However, it is worth noting that
the largest variation in standard deviation o urs within the sparsely olonized habitat of
transe t C at dusk, whi h ould be relevant due to the fa t that transe t C is the most
olonized transe t and dusk is one of two more a tive times of day (the other being dawn)
due to feeding a tivities (Orlowski, 2000; Thomson and Allen, 2000).
Figure 4.6 shows the base 10 logarithm of the abundan e data that is also plotted as a
fun tion of habitat type for the bottom layer (10.93 to 18.931:22m) of the water olumn.
The median FPCM values are represented by the bars, the open ir les are the means, and
the verti al lines indi ate the standard deviations. Time of day is represented by the olumns
and the rows indi ate transe t lo ation (longitude).
Here the hanges in the median values a ross transe t and all times of day appear insignifi ant. The variations in the means and standard deviations are su h that no on rete onlusions an be drawn in regards to the in uen e of habitat type. However, it is interesting
to note that transe t A ontains no densely olonized reef habitat and the variations seen
here are smaller than the other transe ts at the same times of day.
4.3

May 11{12, 2005

Finally, the May 2005 FPCM analyses is outlined in Figure 4.7. FPCM is plotted on a loga-
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Figure 4.5: The log10 transformation of FPCM data plotted versus habitat type for the
surfa e layer of the water olumn during May 2004 all as a fun tion of time and longitude.
Habitat type abbreviations are: rs|rippled sand, fs| at sand, s |sparsely olonized, and
d |densely olonized.
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Figure 4.6: The log10 transformation of FPCM data plotted versus habitat type for the
bottom layer of the water olumn during May 2004 all as a fun tion of time and longitude.
Habitat type abbreviations are: rs|rippled sand, fs| at sand, s |sparsely olonized, and
d |densely olonized.
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Figure 4.7: FPCM data separated into surfa e (left) and bottom (right) layers all as a fun tion
of longitude, latitude, and time of day during May 2005.
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rithmi s ale as a fun tion of depth (\surfa e", left olumn versus \bottom", right olumn),
longitude (x-axis), latitude (transe ts A { D), and time of day (midnight, dawn, midday,
dusk). For this survey the blanking distan e remained onstant at 0.98m resulting in a uniform starting distan e of 4.24m below the surfa e. The surfa e layer onsisted of the rst
ve strata ea h with a size of approximately 1.4m (thus extending to an average depth of
11.43m) where the FPCM were summed to give the total abundan e for this layer. The lower
layer en ompassed from four to seven strata depending on the bottom topography and as
su h the lower layer ranged from 11.43m to an average depth of 19.181:04m. The general
trends of both \surfa e" and \bottom" baseline data at ea h time of day for ea h transe t
will be ompared to isolate the part of the water olumn that the sh o upy, and then peak
events will be dis ussed. The spatial hara teristi s of these data will on lude this se tion.
Beginning at transe t A, there are more sh uniformly distributed in the \bottom" of
the water olumn than in the \surfa e" at dawn. Some of the peaks in the \surfa e" at dawn
may be related to the in rease in TS distribution dire tly beneath the transdu er that may
be asso iated with ship e e ts rather than the presen e of sh (refer ba k to Figure 3.5). In
transe t B during midnight and dawn there are also a greater number of sh per ubi meter
at the \surfa e". At dusk, these baselines appear roughly the same with the possibility that
there are more organisms present at the \bottom" be ause of in reased numbers at isolated
lo ations. For transe t C, whi h uts right through the \highly populated ledge" region of
the san tuary, all time intervals show a generally uniform distribution in both layers of our
sampled volume. At midnight and dawn there are less sh in the lower layer, while the
midday time segment shows approximately the same number of sh in this layer as in the
\surfa e" layer at this time. At midnight, the greater number of FPCM in transe t D are
more on entrated to the \surfa e" of the water olumn sample, and are well distributed
along the entire transe t throughout the water olumn. At midday, these numbers again are
very similar to one another. It ould be said that there are slightly more sh present in the
lower layer as ompared to the surfa e, but the di eren e is subtle.
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On the whole, this data also shows that there are greater numbers of sh near the surfa e
at midnight, and by midday, the majority of organisms o upy the lower portion of the water
olumn, as seen in previous years' abundan e data. Yet referring ba k to the target strength
distribution graphs in Figure 3.5, and drawing a line at the separation of the \surfa e"
and the \bottom" layers, it is lear that greater numbers of sh an be found in the lower
water olumn whi h apparently ontradi ts the FPCM data presented above. However, if the
obvious pat hiness (in the form of the several large peaks in the bottom layer) is onsidered,
the FPCM data an be seen to more a urately oin ide with what the TS distribution
graphs show. It is also worth mentioning here that the presen e of a distin t thermo line in
2005 (see Figure 2.14) is a likely ontributor to few targets being found shallower than the
10 meter depth.
To extra t the spatial orrelations of this data, refer ba k to Figure 2.13 for the habitat
omposition of ea h of these transe ts. Next re-examine Figure 4.7 to pi k out the peaks
of higher FPCM. Note that all four transe ts ontain signi ant peaks in the lower layer.
It is worth pointing out that the northernmost transe t, D, onsists of only un onsolidated
sediment (just as in 2003) and the midday data shows an in rease in the number of sh near
the eastern boundary of GRNMS. The other three transe ts all ontain some per entage
of olonized habitat and the peaks are visibly more frequent in these areas. In parti ular,
transe ts A and B have several very robust peaks in the lower layer that all o ur at lo ations
where the sparsely olonized reef habitat is below. Also, transe t C, whi h was of great
interest by virtue of its lo ation, has markedly less lusters of sh (peaks) than transe ts
A and B. Although, those peaks that are present in the \bottom" water olumn layer are,
indeed, o urring in areas where sparsely olonized reef habitat is present.
Figure 4.8 shows a version of the FPCM data that is the base 10 logarithm plotted as a
fun tion of habitat type for the surfa e layer (4.24 to 11.43m) of the water olumn. The log
10 transformation was performed on the y-axis simply to allow all data to be represented
aestheti ally. The bars represent the median FPCM measured for ea h habitat type at ea h
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Figure 4.8: The log10 transformation of FPCM data plotted versus habitat type for the
surfa e layer of the water olumn during May 2005 all as a fun tion of time and latitude.
Habitat type abbreviations are: rs|rippled sand, fs| at sand, s |sparsely olonized, and
d |densely olonized.
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time of day. The mean FPCM values are shown as open ir les, and the standard deviations
for those means are the verti al lines. Time of day is represented by the olumns and the
rows indi ate transe t lo ation (latitude).
This gure illustrates that there is no lear relationship between habitat type and sh
abundan e in the surfa e layer of the water olumn. Where there are means that di er greatly
from the median (transe t A at dawn and transe t B at dusk), most of this data represents
the un onsolidated sediment habitat types. This may be related to feeding behaviors on
benthi organisms, parti ularly sin e these trends o ur at dawn and dusk, the two most
onventionally a tive times of the day for most organisms (Orlowski, 2000; Thomson and
Allen, 2000). However, these are the only two isolated o urren es of su h a trend.
Figure 4.9 shows the log10 transformation of the abundan e data that is plotted as a
fun tion of habitat type for the bottom layer (11.43 to 19.181:04m) of the water olumn.
Median FPCM measured at ea h habitat type at ea h time of day is shown by the bars. The
open ir les represent the mean FPCM values, and the verti al lines indi ate the standard
deviations for those the means. Time of day is represented by the olumns and the rows
indi ate transe t lo ation (latitude).
There is more asso iation with the hard bottom habitat among those pelagi organisms
found in the bottom layer of the water olumn as seen here parti ularly in transe ts A {
C. This is indi ated by the fa t that there is a great amount of variability in the mean and
standard deviation values for these transe ts when ompared to transe t D, whi h is 100%
un onsolidated sediment.
4.4

Seasonal Variations

Seasonal hanges of the FPCM data will again be determined via omparison of the data
between Fall (O tober 2003) and Spring (May 2005). Both years show an in reased number
of data peaks in the \bottom" layer when ompared to the \surfa e", yet there are visibly
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May 2005
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Midnight
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Figure 4.9: The log10 transformation of FPCM data plotted versus habitat type for the
bottom layer of the water olumn during May 2005 all as a fun tion of time and latitude.
Habitat type abbreviations are: rs|rippled sand, fs| at sand, s |sparsely olonized, and
d |densely olonized.
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more of these in the Spring. There are peaks in both years that orrespond to olonized
habitat and un onsolidated sediment.
There is eviden e of diel verti al migration in that there are more sh uniformly distributed in the \surfa e" layers at midnight, dawn, and dusk than there are at midday. This
trend is evident in 2005 yet muted, perhaps due to the thermo line.
At a glan e, 2003 seems to have more sh overall whi h ontradi ts the hypothesis that
there would be less organisms present in the Fall. Yet, 2005 ontains several more large peaks
overall than the 2003 data does. If these are taken into a ount to estimate the total FPCM
between seasons, it an be said that there are more sh present in the Spring.
Again, re all that Figure 2.1 shows that there is approximately two more hours of daylight
in May versus O tober. This fa t ould seemingly a e t FPCM in that those organisms that
spend the daylight hours at depth, would be near the surfa e of the water for a shorter period
of time in May as ompared to O tober, thereby showing fewer sh in the \surfa e" layer
parti ularly at dawn and dusk. Yet, this potential in uen e is undete table for this dataset
sin e the dawn and dusk time segments are entered around the sunrise and sunset times
for both seasons. To determine if the longer period of daylight does a e t FPCM, the data
ould be re-grouped a ording to daylight hours versus non-daylight hours and re-pro essed,
a task that is beyond the s ope of this thesis.

Chapter 5

Con lusions and Suggestions for Future Work

5.1

Target Strength Distribution

Re all that the rst obje tive was to investigate the range of target strengths along ea h
transe t, using verti al resolutions of approximately 1.4 meters and horizontal resolutions the
order of the length of ea h entire transe t tra k, to determine the target strength distribution
within the san tuary. Based on all of our analyses, the range of target strengths for the highest
ount ontours extend from 75 to 65 dB. This is not attributable to a signi ant hange
in the size of the organism sin e these target strengths an represent sh ranging in size from
a few entimeters to 10 m. In fa t, a ording to (Kina igol and Sawada, 2001) the target
strength-length relationship for an an hovy is,
T S = 20 log 10(L)

77:5;

(5.1)

whi h gives a target strength range of 68 to 60 dB for sh lengths L=3 m to 8 m. For
sh lengths of 15 m to 30 m target strength-length equations for our observed spe ies are
not available. However, a general equation put forth by Foote (1987) for lupeoids is,
T S = 20 log L

71:9:

(5.2)

This gives target strengths of 51.9 to 43 dB for sh lengths of 10 m to 30 m respe tively.
It is lear that detailed target strength relationships are needed for the variety of prey sh
sizes that exist at GRNMS whi h dominate the a ousti s attering. In general, the results
of all three experimental programs yielded total target strength distributions that ranged
within 78 to 45 dB for all times of day, at all lo ations in the san tuary whi h represents
a wide range of sh sizes and omprises many diverse spe ies of pelagi biota.
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5.2

Abundan e

The se ond obje tive states, \By examining the depth integrated FPCM using a verti al
resolution of approximately half of the water olumn (so as to express the data in terms of
the \surfa e" and the \bottom") and a horizontal resolution averaging 234 meters over ea h
of the individual transe t lines, what is the abundan e of the pelagi

sh that are present

within GRNMS?" For 2003, by examining the baseline trends of the abundan e data, in
general, there are more sh per ubi meter at the \surfa e" than at the \bottom" ex ept
for all of those transe ts that were sampled during midday (whi h is expe ted). Comparison
of this information to the target strength distribution graphs reinfor es this fa t. Figure
3.1 shows that more sh are present in the upper layer of the water olumn than in the
lower layer at all times of day ex ept midday where the trend is reversed. In 2004, again
using the baseline FPCM, more sh appear to ongregate in the upper layer when ompared
to the lower water olumn at all times of day. This is in onsistent with what is shown in
the target strength distributions for this year. Figure 3.3 indi ates more numbers of sh in
the \bottom" layer. The signi an e of this lies with the fa t that there is a more uniform
distribution of sh in the upper layer of the water olumn than in the lower layer, whi h
ontains signi ant numbers of sh dispersed in pat hes. Similarly, the FPCM data for 2005
shows a general trend of more sh at the surfa e than at the bottom (ex ept at midday). This
is an apparent anomaly ompared to the 2005 target strength distributions. However, on e
the peak events in the \bottom" are taken into onsideration this is no longer the ase and
the results emphasize what is illustrated in Figure 3.5 as these target strength measurements
are based on the entire transe t length.
5.3

Temporal Relationships

Do temporal relationships, either diel or seasonal, exist for the TS distribution and FPCM
data? Both the target strength distribution and abundan e data supported the fa t that diel
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verti al migration a e ts the pelagi biota of Gray's Reef. Our target strength distribution
data presented strong eviden e in O tober 2003 and more moderate eviden e in May 2004
of diel migration. However, it appears that when well-mixed onditions o ur during those
times of the year with more daylight (the Spring), as in 2004, and when a pronoun ed thermo line exists, as in 2005, this trend is muted. Additionally, these data revealed generalized
diel biologi al a tivity in that sh present during the day time are fairly well distributed
throughout the water olumn, and sh present at night are distributed more in pat hes
(Fabi and Sala, 2002; Guillard, 1998; Orlowski, 2000).
The abundan e data for all three experimental programs learly showed more sh in the
\surfa e" layer during the midnight time segment when ompared to midday, whi h showed
more sh in the \bottom" of the water olumn, as we would expe t. Again, due to the
thermo line, there are many fewer sh found in the \surfa e" layer in 2005 when ompared
to 2003. Even those sh seen in the \bottom" in 2005 are generally (a ording to the baseline
data) lower than those in the \bottom" in 2003. Seasonal migration of organisms in/out of
the san tuary an be dedu ed from the fa t that in the target strength distributions as a
whole, there are indeed fewer targets present in the water olumn overall in O tober 2003
versus May 2005 as indi ated by the absen e of the 1000- ount ontour in 2003 (with the
two ex eptions as noted in Chapter 3). Additionally, by examining Figures 4.1 and 4.7 it is
lear that there are many more peak events in 2005 versus 2003. All of whi h supports the
hypothesis of fewer organisms being present in the san tuary during O tober 2003 (Fall), as
suggested by the in reased produ tivity this region experien es in the spring and summer
(Verity et al., 1993).
5.4

Spatial Relationships

Are the TS and FPCM data related in some way to the bottom habitat lassi ations?
The eviden e for the in uen e of habitat type on our data is mixed. For 2003 and 2005, it
would seem that the presen e of olonized reef habitat does not e e t the target strength
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distribution of the organisms in that similar numbers of sh of all sizes are found within all
transe ts. Yet in 2005, the argument an be made that the larger 1000- ount ontours seen in
transe ts A and B, when ompared to transe t C, are the result of transe ts A and B having
higher per entages of sparsely olonized reef habitat than transe t C. Nor does habitat type
appear to in uen e the diel migration pattern seen in 2003. One possible e e t of habitat type
may be that sh are generally one meter higher in the water olumn within those transe ts
that ontain little or no reef stru ture than within their ounterparts ontaining olonized
habitat, based on the highest ount ontour analysis for O tober 2003. This ould indi ate a
potential need for organisms to remain loser to the reef stru ture below if it is present and
a need to venture further up into the water olumn if it is not as a result of spe ies-spe i
diet and shelter requirements (Christensen et al., 2003; Friedlander and Parrish, 1998). There
does not appear to be any distin t seasonal patterns in the target strength distribution as
it relates to habitat, sin e seasonality is seen to be mutually ex lusive from aÆnity for a
ertain bottom type.
In 2004, the presen e of olonized reef habitat did appear to a e t the target strength
distribution of the organisms in that more sh of more sizes were generally found within
transe ts that ontained reef stru ture over those that do not. In addition, during the entire
experimental program this year, the \predator" targets tended to remain lower in the water
olumn, venturing into shallower waters only at midnight while the population of \prey"
targets, represented by the 1000- ount entroids, were generally more spread throughout the
water olumn at all times of day within those transe ts that ontain some presen e of densely
olonized reef stru ture (B through D) than their ounterparts within transe t A whi h has
no densely olonized habitat whi h suggests that the \predator" group of organisms has a
stronger asso iation to the bottom habitat than the \prey" group does.
The abundan e data presented some patterns of FPCM as it relates to habitat type. A
majority of signi ant peaks o ur in the \bottom" layers of all years, suggesting a stronger
asso iation to habitat among sh in the \bottom" layer. Interestingly, it is not ne essarily so
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that all of these areas of high sh ounts per ubi meter are asso iated with reef stru ture.
Some peaks in all years an be georeferen ed ba k to sand habitat. However, all of the most
robust \bottom" peaks in all years are asso iated with sparsely olonized habitat. Also,
peaks are visibly more frequent within transe ts that ontain a higher per entage of reef
stru ture. Indi ating that at depth, pelagi organisms are more asso iated with the type of
benthi habitat below them than their ounterparts near the surfa e are. Seasonal patterns,
again, are not evident sin e the time of year appears not to e e t an organism's aÆnity for
a parti ular bottom type.
It is important to emphasize that the method of quantifying the habitat for the spatial
analysis resulted in a des ription that represented a very small portion of the san tuary as
a whole, and was dis overed to be too oarse a resolution for ner-s ale analysis. Biologi al
intera tions with habitat are known to o ur on a multitude of s ales (Christensen et al.,
2003; Mora et al., 2003). While a survey su h as this may be adequate for determining mesoor mega-s ale intera tions, a more omprehensive analysis of the habitat types would be
required for mi ro-s ale omparisons. Additionally, there is the phenomenon of \edge e e t"
to onsider where there is greater spe ies diversity and biologi al density in a region that
borders adja ent e ologi al ommunities of di ering omposition (Friedlander and Parrish,
1998). Gray's Reef an be des ribed as ontaining hundreds, or even thousands, of these
\edges", and the urrent method of quantifying the habitat is not apable of isolating these
from the lands ape.
5.5

Methodologi al Impa t

Does employing di erent methodologies in ea h survey have an impa t on these results? Data
olle tion for ea h of the three resear h ruises employed a similar general methodology with
variations parti ular to the transdu er type used and dire tion of travel. These variations did
not appear to a e t the quality or nature of the results in any way although it is generally
a epted that transdu ers that dire tly measure the target strength are better suited for
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measuring size distribution hara teristi s (Rudstam et al., 1999). What was a e ted by
the split- versus single-beam transdu er types, was the manner in whi h we talk about the
data. Only relative observations ould be made for the data in 2004 be ause of the la k of
alibration data, while absolute measurements ould be extra ted from the data in 2003 and
2005. Further, ea h of the two split-beam transdu ers operated on a unique frequen y, 120
kHz and 200 kHz respe tively. For target strength-length relationships the a ousti frequen y
must be taken into a ount as the equation will be di erent for a 120 kHz versus a 200 kHz
transdu er. In pra ti e, the higher frequen y devi es allow for ner resolution of smaller
targets generally asso iated with planktoni organisms with TS less than 78 dB. Sin e we
are only interested in the 78 to 40 dB range, this resour e was not exploited.
Of all of the methods employed in these studies, the split beam transdu er type is thought
to be better than the single beam be ause it an measure target strength dire tly without
any assumption of how sh are distributed in the sample volume. Our 200 kHz transdu er
in luded the added onvenien e of being alibrated at the manufa turer in a ontrolled setting
prior to our measurements, thus eliminating the need for in situ alibration. Integrated GPS
data olle tion is best in that it is the most onvenient. Georeferen ing with the time data
is doable but onsiderably more time onsuming.
5.6

Potential Future Appli ations

Cal ulating the FPCM for

78 to

60 dB and then again for

60 to

45 dB would be

an interesting determination for estimating potential predator/prey relationships within this
dataset. Analysis of this kind ould determine if these pelagi organisms are intera ting in
a predator/prey apa ity with one another, or with other organisms, not represented by
these datasets. Furthermore, biomass estimates ould be determined from this information
(as explained later) in order to extrapolate this potential dynami even more.
Ideally, if these experiments were to be repeated, the 200 kHz split-beam transdu er (as
used in 2005) would be used but the transe t paths would be narrower or overlapping. Or,
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a grid pattern that overs both horizontal dire tions (east/west and north/south) ould be
used to attempt to better assess the three-dimensional aspe t of the data as in Kra ker
(1999). More sampling days would be required sin e the in reased number of passes over the
san tuary probably would not allow for multiple passes over the same transe ts within 24
hours. Multiple passes over transe ts are ne essary for repli ation of the data and results.
Software has been developed (Je h and Luo, 2000) that would enable spatially expli it analysis of the target distributions ensoni ed by these te hniques, and present the data in su h
a way as to preserve the spatial and temporal integrity.
Alternatively, be ause our observations showed very few s hools present in the water
olumn, it would be advantageous to use a high frequen y multi-beam swath in order to
get at a more three-dimensional image of the water olumn. A multi-beam transdu er an
ensonify up to 180Æ in the athwartships dire tion for the entire water olumn, a feature that
would greatly in rease the odds of en ountering and isolating s hools of sh. This method
would not require as many transe ts over the san tuary as the split-beam method, due to
the apability of sampling an exponentially larger volume of water with ea h swath. Also,
the data re overed from multi-beam transdu ers more easily lends itself to three-dimensional
appli ations (Mayer et al., 2002).
The management at Gray's Reef is interested in further understanding the dynami s of
the sheries that the san tuary supports (Gray's Reef National Marine San tuary, 2006).
In order to do this, the biomass statisti s must be extra ted for ea h of the omponents of
the shery. The pelagi organisms isolated in this study are seen to represent the bottom to
the middle of the food hain for GRNMS. Biomass gures an be determined via a target
strength versus mass relationship equation, however, doing so lies beyond the s ope of this
thesis, yet would be an interesting extension of this work. Further, s hooling, fast-moving
sh (like the bay an hovies, An hoa mit hilli, aptured in our O tober 2003 trawl data or
Atlanti menhaden, Brevoortia tyrannus, whi h represent the next trophi level) tend to have
the same \aerodynami shape" whi h inherently has physi al and physiologi al onstraints
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that an also be expressed as an equation to determine biomass. Several additional years
of data olle tion ould begin to determine whether or not these

78 to

65 dB sh are

in reasing or de reasing in biomass, whi h has rami ations both up and down the food
hain, giving indi ations of over shing (or abundan e) of their predators. Three-dimensional
a ousti analysis ould help to determine the dimensions of any sh s hools that may be
en ountered providing further analysis of these organisms' spatial relationships within the
water olumn.
There are also potential appli ations for this data to be used within any marine environment where the presen e of pelagi biota is an integral part of the e osystem. Similar
studies have been done in estuarine environments (Ornellas and Coutinho, 1998; Petitgas
et al., 2003). A study of this nature an play a vital role in the NOAA's NMS program, sin e
several of the san tuaries express in their management plans, a desire and need to better
understand the e osystems that are being prote ted. Also, in re ent years, there has been an
in reasing push toward \whole e osystem" preservation and management (Anderson et al.,
2005), and the present study is seen as a stepping stone toward a hieving that goal.
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